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INTRODUCTION .

Employer-Based Career Education (EBCE) is a proposed alternativd to

clas"sroom-based education. Its central feature is that it provides learning
1

opportunities through direct experiencein the community in places Where work

isbeing done and with adults who are doing the work. EBCE does not focus

on the development of specific job skills. Rather, it speks'to'provide stu-

aents with opObrtunities to acquire academic, general, and occupationally

relevant skills, all in the actual working environment of community life.

The hypothesis being tested through the national EBCE program is that adoles-'

cent students who are given this opportunity to participate intensively in
.

v..

.

adult life will be better. able to choose a career a nd to enter, advance, and

'find satisfaction in that career.
4

f.

During the school year 1972-73, Far West Laboratory (FWL) implemented a

small pilot program in Oakland, California., Beginning in the spring of 1972

FWS assembled and readied learning resources in the community. In September,

15students were enrolled and 17 were added in January, 1973, at the.beginning

of the second semester. Twenty-eight students were still enrolled in the pro-

gram at the close of the school year in June. Throughout the yeai., additions

to the inventory of leOming resources were made and various applications of

these resources to the education of students were tested.

The essential purpose of this project was to implement a pilot version

of EBCE and to refine and improve it on the basis of operational experience.

The intention was to create an educational program that:

1. represents a viable, comprehensive alternative to existing

educational programs;
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2. makes education more relevant to life in general and to adult

employment in particular;

3. integrates general, academic, and vocational preparation of

each student;

4. broadens the base of community participation, especially to

include the employing sector; and -

5. broadens the base of student pirticipation in determining the

direction and nature of the educational protess:1

The model that emerged from the fir* year of development and operation

appears. to the Far West project staff to meet, the five goals stated above.

The supporting data are admittedly soft, but the judgment is based on direct

and intensive staff experience with students, participating adults, the'Oak-`

land Public Schools, and parents.

1. Viability. Positive attitudes toward the program were expressed at

the end of the year by students, parents, and participating adults;

therefore the program appears to be capable of satisfying.students

and community resources. 'There is no way of knowing how long this

support can be expected to continue, hilt experience in the first

Year tends to confirm that a demand exists for the EBCE alternative

and that the economic sector is willing to contribute to the meet-

.

ing of that demand. Economic feasibility of EBCE remains an

1These five project goals were stated first inHood, Paul D: and
Banat*, Bela H. An Employer-Based Career Education Model; A Description
and an Operational plan, PNLERD, January 31, 1972, page 85, and were
incorporatedrin Contract OEC-44-062931-3064, modification 12, EBCE Model
Feasibility Studies, June 6, 1972, page 1.

-2 -
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unanswered question. Cost projections based on one year of small-
...,

scale operation indicate that EKE can be made comparable in cost

with more standard high school programs, but this assumes cost -

Free participation by employers and other community organizations.

Vital issues of long-term funding have. not yet been addrtssed.

Comprehensiveness. The 1972-73 program was sufficiently broSd.

in its scope to enable students who completed the year to make

'normal progress toward the standard high school diploma. Eight

seniors completed their graduation requirements through the program.

2. Relevance. Studentsand their parent's frequently cited as a positive

characteriStic of the program that EBCE learning experiences enabled

students to recognize the pexsonal utility of what they were learn-

ing anethat they-were more "turned on" to education and to life in

general than they had been before. This perceived relevance probably

derives from two characteristics of the Far West version of EBCE:

(1) Most learning occurs out in the community through activities

that have a primary purpose other than the education of the young,.6-

i.e., they are "real" activities; and (2) EBCE students have wide

latitude in choosing learning objectives and activities that have

personal meaning. This kind of program also appears'to be relevant

from the sondpoint of the business sector.. Representatives of

business and industry, serving on the Policy Advisory Board,-ex-

pressed a conviction that on-site learning in the community is a

direct and practical preparatioq for entering adult employment.

3. Integration. Individual learningactivities and student projects

retain the holistic quality of real experience. Our curriculum

r I



organization does not partition the content of these learning expe-

riences into artificial categories like academid, general, and voca-

tional. Single activities and combinations of related activities

foster the application and improvement df basic and life skills in

the, context of career exploration. First-year 'experience tends to

confirm that this integration can occur and that students like it.

4. Community Participation. Adult volunteers representing 67,organiza-

, tions provided on-site learning opportunities,during the'year. The

management of six other organizations agreed to conduct orientations

an exploration activities for students. These individuals and

organizations, along'with public libraries, museums, and education-

ai agencies, demonstrated broad and substantial community support.

5. Student Participation. The student project is the basic mechanism

for individualizationn the Far West model of EBCE. The student

selects objectives according to his own interests and needs and

designs a sequence of activities aimed at achieving those objectives.

In addition to having significant responsibility for their individ-

ual programs, students were also an important source of informatiOn

and influence on the program that emerged from the first, formative

year.

The year 1972-73 was devoted priMarily to getting the, Far West School

- into operation. Resources were assembled, prepared, and organizei, and various

procedures for applying these resources to employer-based, eXperiential learning

were tried out. It was an informal, wide-ranging, learning year for the pro-

gramstaff, from which program goals, objectives, and procedures could be

4 -
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defined more precisely and organized .for more formal testing in 1973-74,

(See Appendix A fo,r excerpts from the 1972 Operational Plan.) The operations

and development staffs worked to meet the needs and expectations of the

students--impt:ovising and making decisions almost on a day-to-day basis.

Consequently, the formative program changes described in this report are not

, .

documented with systematically obtained, objective data. Rather, they are

based for the most part on staff consensus-reached through direct operational

d
expc.lence in identifying and solving problems.

.

.
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STUDENT RECRUITMENT AND ENROLLMENT

USOE specified that EBCE
)

was to serve a "cross-section" of students

rather than any'specialized subgroup, Specifically, FWL was directid to

include. in the pilot progr:'aM both males and females; ethnic minorities

and whites; currently-in-school and drop-outs; and college-bound and

non - college bound. The age range was to be restricted to roughly

4
16-17 years.

During the summer of 1972, twelve "representative" students were

hired as hourly -wage employees to collaborate in preparing resources aid

curriculum for the coming school year. They were obtained through .

referrals from Oakland high schoorcounselors. The students' job,

essentially, was to expose FWS staff to the kilids of problemsthat would

be
A

faced with full-time students in the fall. The summer expeilence

demonstrated that many students--at least many of those referred to the

program by school counselorsare_ very poorly prepared to accept respon-

sibility, enter the adult world, and take advantage of the learning

opportunitfesInade available. Lack of preparation included disabilities

in basic skills, especially communication, and lack of initiative and

motivation. EBCE should eventually be able to serve students with such

problems, but it'was concluded that that kind of student could seriously

overtax the program's resources and divert FWS from its developmental

mission during the first year. Staff were toncerned especially with

employers' acceptance of students for on-site learning, and'feared that

initial failures could irreprably harm long-term chances of success in

probing the extent to which learning can occur in the work environment.

1

- 6 -
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It was therefore decided to screen applicants for fall enrollment to

eliminate students with severe disabilities in communication skills,

motivation, and initiative.

In the summer of 1972 a recruitment program through the Oakland

.Public Schools produced 75 Teferrals from which eight were selected for

admission. They were selected through interviews and writing samples

as having "adequate" skills in oral and writter communication, as well as

"adequate" motivation and initiative. Selection was based on the pooled

judgments of two staff members who had worked directly with the summer

students.' These eight students, with seven continuing from the summer,

brought the fall 1972 enrollment to 15. (Two of these dropped out before

the end of the first semester.)

For the second semester students were recruited through the public --"

PO
media and through personal referrals by enrolled students. From this

effort 54 students applied and 17 were selected for enrollment through
AA

interviews and writing samples (as in the fall). With 13 continuing

from the first semester, this brought the total enrollment to 30 in

February, 1973.

Table 1 shows the distribution of sex, ethnic membership, and

grade level for the 30 students enrolled as of mid-year. The ratio of

males to females was 19 to 11. All major ethnic groups were represented,

with 16 Whnic minority students and 14 white students. Two sophomores,

17 juniors, and 11 seniors were enrolled. Ages ranged from 15 to 18 years.

In Table 2 composition of the Far West student body with respect to

ethnic group membership is compared with that of the Oakland public high

school population. It can be seen that whites and Chicanos were over-

represented in the Far West student body. e.../



Table 1 Classification of Entering Students by Ethnic Group, Sex, School Grade

and Semester of Entry to Far West SchOol

SCHOOL

GRADE

SEMESTER

OF

ENTRY

. ETHNIC G.R 0 U P
4.4

Asian Black Chicano White TOTAL

Ai F A! F M F, M F

,

10 Fall 1
1 ,

Spring 1 1

TOTAL 1
,,-

'=.,

1

N
2

11 Fall 1 1 , 2 1 3 2 10

Spring 2 2 3 1 1 7

TOTAL 1 ,
3 2 2 2. 4 3 17

12 Fall , / 2 2

Spring 1 1 3 2 2 9

TOTAL 1 1 3 4 2 11

ALL Fall 2 1

---1
- 1 5 2 13

GRADES Spring 3 3 3, l 3 4 17

1 t--

8 30
TOTAL 2 4 3 '5 6

Table 2 Comparison of.Two Groups of Far West School Students and Oakland Public

High School Students with Respect to Etlinic,Group Membership

(Figures in'the table represent Per Cents)

.1

SEMESTER
OF
ENTRY

F I H 4 I C GROUP

Asian Black Chicano White TOTAL

FlaS STUDENTS Fall ) 5 .., 8 23 54 ..1.00.

Spring '0 35 i! 24 41 100

TO_ M 7 23 23 47 100

OPS STUDENTS * 8 . 63
8 22 9 00

* Data for Oaklabd Public Schools taken From "Rbpokt on School, Region, and

District Racial Ethnic Complsition,of Students".0akland Public Schools,

October, 1972,

-8-
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Six of seven high school attendance areas were represented among the

Far West students. This distribution, shown in Table 3, was achieved by

design, lo avoid significant impact on any one school's enrollment. Also,

Oakland attendance areas reflect socio-economic status, which should be

considef'ed inoachieving a representative cross -sec on of students. Data

were obtained on family income for only 16 of the 30 students. Of these,

three reported less than $9,000 annual income and four reported more than

$26,000. ti

The distribution of previous high school grade point average for 23

Far West students is shown in Table 4. The range is 0.5 to .3.5 on a scale

on which h = 4.0, indicating that all levels of prior academic achievement

were represented. Three of the 30 students had dropped out' of school prior

to applying at Far West. The other 27 were officially ,enrolled in

a public or private school duringtheetum immediately prior to their

entrance at Far West.

Table 5 summarizes what students reported they plan to do upon'high

school graduation. The data represent the students' statements of plans

without further verification or analysis of degree of certainty. There

may have been a tendency to specify college plans to enhance their chances

of being admitted and retained in the Far West program. Twenty of the 28

students for which -data are available, or 71%, indicated college as

first choice.

Conclusions. Student recruitment and selection for the first year

was successful in achieving diversity with respect to sex, ethnic group

membership, grade level, high school attendance area, socio-economic status,

prior academic achievement, and post high school plans. The experience

- 9 -
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Table 3 Clas.sification of Far West School Entering Students by Oakland'High

School Attendance Area

OAKLAND HIGH SCHOOL

ATTENDANCE ARE.

....--

SEMESTER OF FWS 'ENTRY

FALL SPRING TOTAL

No. % No. % No. %

Castlemont High`-aokol 3 23 0 0 3 10

Fremont High School 1 8 5 29 6 20

Oakland High School 1 8 0 0 1 3

Piedmont High School 1 8 1 6 2 7

Skyline High School 4 '. 30 3 18 7 23

Oakland Technical High School,

1- 0 T A L

3 23 8 47 11 37

13 100 17 100 30 100

4
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Table 4 Distribution of Previous High School Grade Point Average for.

Students Entering'Far West School
1

GRADE POINT

AVERAGE

. SEMESTER OF FWS ENTRY

**)

'SPRING
w

---L
TOTAL.FALL

No. No. % No.,

3.0 to 4.0 2 25 3 20 5 22

..

2.0 to 2.9 .i5 62 7 47 12 52

1.6 to 1.9 0 0 3 20 1 13

0.0 to 0.9 1 13 2 13 3 13

8 100 15 100 23 100

Notes: 1. G.P.A. computed from scale with A = 4;0, F = D.D.
, . .

2. G.P.A. could not be determined for seven students.

\

.
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Table 5 Immediate Post pigh School Plans at Time of Entry to Far WestSchool

.4

SEMES ER OF FWS ENTRY
TOTAL

FALL SPRING

. ..,

No. % No. % No. %

.

.

COLLEGE ENTRANCE 10 76 10 59 20 67

MILITARY SERVICE 2 - 0 - 2

ESTABLISH OWN BUSINESS - 1 8 0 0 1

/
PROFESSIONAL MUSICIAN 0 0 1 6 1 3

UNCERTAIN 1 8 5 29 6 f20

INFORMATION NOT AVAILABLE 1 8 1 6 2 7

TOTAL 13 100 17 100' 30 100

These represent alternative choices if college entrance is not possible;
since they are second choices, they are not included in totals.
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of the first year has led to the following tentative conclusions:

1. Almost every student7who 4plied to FWS was dissttisfied with high

school. Student disenchhtment ook various forms: some students

were dropouts whose desire to learn had been squelched- and who saw

FWS primarily as a way out of an intolerable situation; and other

students felt unchallenged by the regimen of standard

- classwork.

2. The program, as represented to students and parents the first

year, did not appeal, in general, to the very high .achiever

with definite plans for immediate entrance into the uni4rsity

`system, where admission is very competitive and based on grades

and college preparatory courses. The Far West program was seen

as imposing potential but pbvious risks on these students.

3. Black students were not attracted to the program proportionately

to their representation in the Oakland population.' This appeared

to be especially true of high achievers.from iddle- and upper-

income families. Frequently, it was the parents of these students

who perceived as unacceptable the risks involved in an unconventional

and untested program.

Caution should be used i projecting the first-Year experience to future
t

recruitment and selection for EBCE. The Far West program was virtually unknown

16
in the akland community until the summer of 1972 and was only moderately

publicized through the middle of the school year. Perhaps more important is

the fact that program definition was still,nebulous at the opening of school

in the fall and remained relatively unstable until near the end of the year.

Stability of the instructional system, clear and complete documentation,



.,- and more public endorsement by school officials could radically increase

public acceptance of EBCE and change the requtTgr for student recruitment.

- 14-
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LEARNING RESOURCES

The Far West School depends upon the economic sector to provide learn-
,

ing opportunities in work and community settings through (a) support from

volunteer Resource Persons (RPs), employed 'individuals who are willing to

share knowledge, skills, and interests with a high school student in a one-4

to-one learning, relationship; (b.) support from Large Employer Organizations

(LEOs) which have, as a result of a company's decision (as'contrasted with

an RP's individual decision), agreed to participate, and whose participation

lends encouragement to its employees, lends status to the program, and en-

hances the EBCE concept; and (c) student access to community agencies (Col-
.,.

munity Resources or CRs) which offer learning opportunities, e.g., libraries,

museums, galleries, and community colleges.

Although their functions overlap in the instructional process, RPs, LEOs,

and CRs'are conceived as discrete entities, each offering distinct kinds of

learning opportunities. RPs are usually self-employed or work for fairly

'small firms. The RP has direct control over how much time he will,spend

with the student, what he will do with him, and how many students he will

'work with. It is through such one-to-one relationships that the student, ac-

quires his most intimate expc'sure to and intensive involveMent in the adult

world. While the student does get a broad view of an RP's career (e.g.,

personnel generalist vs. personnel specialist)', he may, not learn much about

the fun6ional interrelatioAhip of po itionsiWithin that. career field. The

student who learns about theiSame (or similar) career at a LEO often gets a

more cursory,exposure to the nature of a particular job, but he does have the

- 15 9-
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opportunity to see how the position functions within a total organizatiori.,

At a LEO, the student works with an employee who may or may not have volun-
_

teered. The employee has some control over how he'spends his time with the

student, bpt tfie learning activities usually are determined and scheduled

by thelE0 management-level employee who.serves asprogram coordinator.

Learning activities at the LEO are organized to show students how the total

organization functions and how each part interrelates with the others. Com-

mun4y Resources, unlike RPs and LEOs, do not require Volunteer commitments_

or extensive on-site development. They are available to the public. The

learning opportunities are implicit in the nature antiptirpose of the'agency

or fadility, and are subject to the same constraints as those placed on the

general public.

Development efforts during FY73 focused on the Resource Person and

employer organization components of the curriculum. Progress, findings, and

recommendations resulting from the efforts are desc:ribed in the following

pades. Community Resources were developed, usually by a single consultant;

described in a "Community Resources Inventory" for students; and used by

students in a variety of projects. In the absence of a well-developed pool

of employer resources (RPs and LEOs) during the first part of the pilot years

students made heavy use of Community Resources, as well as courses offered

by junior colleges and other 4-immunity school4iand agencies (see Exhibit A).

Students working on American go%,crnment and U.S. history projects rated Com-
a

munity Resources,(e.g., city councils, courts, prisons), as theirmlost val-

uabe resources.

Exhibit A displays student use of program resources.during the 1972-73

school year. Hours of student work total both horizontally and vertically.

- 16 -
22





.Numbers of students .involved do. not total since a simile student may have been

involved in activities across employer cai'egorievand withseveral kinds of
410

.resources. Volunteer services are resources where'FWS students may work as

volunteers. Last year theseAcluded a drug crisis center, a community

center, and a halfway house for former mental patients. Work experience in-

cludes part-time work for pay and "outside work experience" credit. Either
,

volunteer service work or work expefience may involve the student with FWS

Resource Persons, but not necessarily. Student involvement in these two

kinds of-activities are therefore reported separately.

RESOURCE PERSONS (Os)

Resource Persons form a core element of the FWS EBCE model. Table 6

provides some measures of progress in developing this element during FY73 in

five areas: recruitment; in-depth analysis resulting in the preparation of

detailed RP Guides for student use; initial interview reports; breadth of

career areas represented; and total organizations represented. Real progress

in the RP recruitment and development process duri4FY73, however, was conr,

sidered to be more qualitative than quantitative. Procedures. and instruments

used to recruit, develop, and document Resource Person learning activities,

were changed and refined during the year based upon staff observation and

experience and student feedback. The various roles which RPs Can play in

the program were identified and d.fined. Criteria were developed to aid in

the future selection of RPs and something was learned about the kinds of

knowledge and skills students can acquire by working with Resource Persons. .

Recruitment and development of Retource Persons went through three phases

during the year.

- 18 -
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Table 6. RP. Development FYY3

JUNE 1972. JUNE 1973,

. .

'RP'S RECRUITED 16 .104

Ihr----
STUDENT GUIDES PREPARED

(In-depth Analysis) 43

INITIAL INTERVIEW REPORTS 16 104

CAREER AREAS:

Zulture 2 8

.

Technology/Science 1
.

16

Environment 7

Communications /Media 3 15

Organization/Managemeht 5 16

Commerce 1 4

Industry 4

Social/Community Service 4 34

TOTAL ORGANIZATIONS REPRESENTED 11 67

- 19 -



June-November 1972: Full -time recruitment by two External Wei*

staff members with follow-up interview by Cur-

riculum Development staff member (Territory

Analyst), resulting in an'Interview Report dei-
'

cribing the RP's work, the range of potential

learning activities avaiolable.to students, and

suggestions for learning objectives and projects.

(Thi's was a time-consuming process, involving:

staff from two program components, resulting in

lengthy eight-page reports .)

December 1972- RP recruitment principally by students, a process
February 1973:

which began somewhat accidentally due to the need

for more RPs in areas of student interest and the

need to focus limited staff resburces on the re-

cruitment of employer organizations instead of

individual RPs. After special training sessions

in the community career exploration workshop,

students recruited RPs under the supervisioh of

the Territory Analyst. Student- recruited RPs cm-

pleted_a one-page form developed by students 6-

elicit information about areas of interest the RP

would be willing to share with students. Student-

recruited RPs were later inter-viewed by Curriculum

Development staff who wrote up more detailed;

analyses in Interview Reports and/or RP Guides.

1
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March -June 1973: Responsibility for RP recruitrent shifted entirely

from External Relations to Curriculum Development

staff, eliminating atime-consuming duplication of

contacts and the need for coordination between the

two program components. A staff member could now

recruitan RP' and iiiiiiediately conduct an in-depth

fl interview and analysis for curriculum development

purposes. The lengthy interview report format for

describing learning possibilities was continued as

new formats were tried out, resulting in the much

briefer RP Guide for student use. The RP Guide

format describing specific learning activities

and suggested projects and objectives for various

levels of student involvement was algopted as mute

functional, and the use'of interview reports was

phased out.by the end of the year.

The current FWS collection of RPICuldes provides a compendium of re-

sources which students may consult when planning and pursuing their study

programs. A sample guide for ohe RP is shown in Appendix B.

Findings and Insights

C
Student Use of. RPs. During the year, FWS students spent 1,847 hours with

RPs (see Exhibit A). Students' time with RPs fluctuated during the year, with

the least number of hours spent during the months that Subject workshops were

held in the FWS center. With a change in instructional strategy in the second.

semester (workshops were replaced by student projects using external resources

21 -
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to meet subject equiiikencies), students Foentmo:e time with RPs.. In year-

end interviews, the majority of students reported that RPs had been valuable

resources. (See the section on Learning Outcomes for examples.) Students

usually desired deeper involvement with ,RPs and more hands-on experience

as opposed to discussion and.observation. Many RPs also expressed a desire

for longer-term involvement with students so that they could get beyond

the discussion/observation level. .

Obtaining Union Support. As Table 6 indicate3, RPs must be recruited in

the trades (during FY73 only four in Industry), which means eliciting the

support of labor. As predicted by the feasibility studies of EBCE, unions

have not thlis far indicated a willingnesS to participate in the program, al-

though one RP is a union agent. Essentially, much of union displeasure

with the program is the result of a belief that employers have control over

the development of EBCE, and labor will not participate unless it has equal

control. Unions also feel that EBCE is a threat to their apprenticeship

programs. These beliefs are based on misconceptions of BCE which need to

be corrected if union participation is going to be recruited into the pro-

gram.

Criteria for RP Selection. In order to develop an adequate initial

pool of Resource Persons, staff acceptance of volunteers was almost automatic.

It was only toward the end of tht.: year that criteria for future selections

were clarified, based largely on feedback from students about their experi-

ences with RPs. When faced with a choice among two or more potential RPs,

(a rare situation in the early months of the last school year), all things

being equal, RPs would now be selected whore:



1. The student can have hands-on experience in real, or

simulated, non-menial tasks.

2. The RP is experienced at, or has a strong interest in,

working with adolescents.

3. The RP has time available to instruct the student and

review his work.

4. The RR is capable of analyzing'his work and willing to

discuss with the student the functions,' problem anq

requirements of, the work, the kinds of interactions that

occur at the workplace, opporinitie3 for entry, and

relationships among jobs at the site.

5. The RP is willing to discuss how the career affects his

personal life such ai"nellssary overtime, transfers, or

enterta?hthg potential customers' at home.

6. The site includes both men and women in the same career

whenever possible, especially those careers which have

'been traditionally limited to only one sex.

7. The RP is willing to work with a slow learner. (Many RPs

want to work only with "quick" or "bright" students. To

achieve a balance, A are needed who will help the less

motivated, or less able, student.)

8. The student can choose among several activities on the site.

9 The RP is willing to share avocational interests with the

student, e.g., the company Pawling team.

10. The RP is engaged in on-the-job training or education which

the student can observe or audit, e.g., 'a junior college

class or preparation for state licensing.

0_
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RP Roles. A major outcome of the pilot year experiencd was the
1 A

identification and description of RP roles for future testing and

evaluation. It was discovered that Resource Peons may play a variety of

roles, or combination of roles, depending upon their own education and .

experience, their interests, available time, and the, nature of their work.

It is essential not to arbitrarily define pr limit the acceptable role(s)'

of RPs in ways that exclude those persons who can only volunteer a limited

involvement with students. In some cases, even an hour or two spent

observing and talking with a Resource Person may yield significant learning.

It was generally found that extended involvement, where the student can

actually perform simulated or productive tasks working with the RP, is more

desirable. In 'utilizing employer settings and volunteers as educational

resources for students, it was found essential 'to start with--and build,

upon--what is actually feasible in the situation and with the person,

rather than begin with preconceived notions of what the RP should do with

students. The roles that RPs may play are not only varied, but may occur

in differing combinations. Following are some roles and role combinations

employed (or developed by staff working with the RP_) during the past year.

1. Providing students with an orientation only to the employer"

setting, the work performed, and the characteristics and

requirements of the RP's career. Example: One RP is an

administrative aide to a state senator. Her primary function

is to handle requests/complaints from constituents concerning

their problems with governmental agencies She is also active

in local politics and was a delegate to the 1972 Democratic

National Convention. She is an extremely busy person and
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works long hours, bft she is willing to talk with students

about her job, about the constituent service functions

of a legislator's. office, and about electdral politics,

party organization, and related matters. The potential

for student involvement in this situation is limited to

observation and discussion for a limited time (a day at

the most). It may, nonetheless, result in worthwhile

learning both about careers in politics, other than being

a politician, and about the political process.

2. Providing students with supervised simulated or hands-on

experience in tasks representative of the career field.

This role, which might be called that of a career

experience supervisor, is alwqys combined with that of

orienting the student to the setting, the work, and the

RP's career. For example, one RP is a plant chemist at

the Richmond City Water Pollution Control Plant. This RP

will teach the student the necessary techniques for sampling

and testing tne pollutants in water -an ill give continual

guidance on the job. The student will be allowed to

participate in actual sampling and testing procedures at

the plant.

3. Serving as technir.ul advisor for a student's project. As

technical advisor, an RP may provide varied assistance which

includes helping the student to plan a project to investigate

a career field, to pursue a personal area of interest, or to

satisfy an Oakland Public School course equivalency; helping

- 25 -
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the student focus the scope of his inquiry, set goals,,

identify source's of information, identify activities

necessary and products pr outcomes of the inquiry; serving

as a, source of information or training the student in skills

necessary to complete the project; and evaluatilng the

student's progresstoward meeting the objectives of.the

project. A Resource Person serving as a technical advisor

may perform one or several/of the above tasks and may combine

the role of technical advisor with either 1 or 2 above.

Example: The director.of the Oakland Economic Development

Corporation holds a job that involves high level business

dealingswhere hiis seldom featible to include a student

observer. But he is willing to disCusshis career with

students. More significantly, he is willing, to serve as a

technical advisor to students interested in investigating

the politics 6f poverty, the welfare system, relationships

among local, state, and federal social agencies, and

related subjects. (The RP has taught at the University of

California Graduate School of Social. Welfare and has been

a lobbyist between a state agency and the legislature.)

A5 a Resource Person and technical advisor, he is willing

to help students identify problems to be investigated,

to direct students to people they might interview and to
.

readings, and to discuss with students the results of their

investigations.
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The above are the basic roles which RPs may 04 in working with students.

A few RPs are willing to perform some alternative or supplementary functions:

4. Serving as a study group leader. At least two RPs
/,,

worked

with students primarily in this role. Examples: One is a

foreman on a construction crew and a student at the University

of California. He has worked with a small group of students

in evening sessions helping them to select readings of;

interest--primprily in the field of sociology- -and

leading discussions of readings and social problems selected

by students. Another RP, a teacher at an alternative high

school in the Bay Area, conducts an evening study group in

the sociology and psychology Of women which some FWS

students attended. In working with these RPs, students also

acquire basic information about their careers.

5. Serving as adult friend or confidant. This role may exist in

combination with one or more of the above. One man, for

examplP, worked with students in art, which is his hobby, not

his profession. He frequently talked with students about

their personal problems.

-

Most Resource Persons during the past year confined their activities

with students to providing orientations and supervising career exploration

experiences. During the coming year FWS staff must.investigate, refine,

and specify these roles ?urther, and explore ways of expanding the RP role

to other areas. The technical advisor role must be further refined and

means developed for identifying additional'RPs willing and able to perform

this function.
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Resource Person Evaluations of Their, Experience, At the end of the

school year', it was decided to interviewRPs by telephone about their

experiences with FWS students. Two types of RPs were selected: those who

had worked with students over a long period of time (30 to 150 hours), and

those who had seen one or more students for only a short period of time

(one to five hours). In order to insure a sample of 15, we selected 16 RPs

who had had long-term involvement and(tive who had had short-term activities

with students. Of these, seven of the long-term and one of the short-term

RPs were unavailable for interviews (because of vacations, job pressures,

or moving to another city), leaving 13 who were interviewed. Ten of the

13 RPs worked with one student each, two worked with two students each,

and one worked with'three students.

Resourci,Persons worked with a variety of students ranging from the

most productive students to one who dropped out. Occupations of the RPs

interviewed were newspaper editor (2), laboratory technician (2),

astronomer, radio engineer, sportswriter, social worker, recreation/

day care center manager (2), vice-president of a bookstore, machinist,

city official. Student activities with RPs included going to council

meetings; having their writing evaluated by a newspaperman; helpirig

preschool children with arts and crafts; helping emotionally disturbed

people with games, arts, and craf \s; attending astronomy classes at an

Observatory and working wi thrtele,:copes; performing odd jobs; and laying

out simple designs in a machine shop.

Every RP stated that students learned about the training requi

the type of people working in the career field, most of the as

(including paper work) necessary to get a job done, and the personal ty-
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traits necessary. (For example,in the case of working with emotionally

disturbed people, the social worker stated that the student learned that

it is necessary to be creative to persuade a disturbed person to participate

in activities and that a "necessary distance must be kept from those who

want to attach themselves to you.") The students also learned that much

routine work is done in all careers and that one may be called upon to

perform tasks not specifically related to one's job.

The.RPs expressed respect for the students' intellectual abilities and

personalities.' All .RPs reported that they enjoyed working with the students.

Seven of the 13 RPs stated that they had helped the students and that

they believed the students enjoyed working with them. Two of these seven

said that their students were continuing to work with them over the summer

"months. Seven also felt that students had developed a good understanding

of t kinds of skills and the tasks required for the occupation, four
1-

reported that students had a moderate understanding of their careers,

and two said that time constraints had limited, to giving only a brief

introduction to their tasks and that there had been too little time to

judge students' leyel of understanding.

Nine RPs reported that they had benefited from their contact with

students; the other four reported that they had spent only one to five

hours with each of four to five students and believed that the students

had not benefited much from these sessions. Cited benefits included

learning what young people are thinking, that there are bright youngsters

who canhot learn well in standard schools, and that it was satisfying to

make career learning opportunities accessible to them. Three added that

they were pleased that a new approach to edkication is under development.

- 19-
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Ten respondents said that the presence of stu ts interfered slightly

or not at all with their work. Occasionally it was necessary to cancerbr

postpone planned activities with students becausof work priorities.

All except 646 RPs felt that support from the FNS staff had not been

adequate.' Follow-up interviews should have occurred during or shortly after

students' work with them--at least, periodic calls from the staff would

have been helpful. Program descriptions, visits% and in-progress evaluation

forms also were suggested to help them understand better what was important

for the student to learn in meeting the program objectives.

When asked if they wished to establish restrictions on student

participation with them next year, seven RPs replied that they would impose

no restrictions, oti......s wanted students who were "bright, like the student

before" and "eager to learn." Two said they would like to work with one

or two students for at least a month on definite schedules. Two others

suggested a limit of one or two students at a time. One RP reported that

he would be too busy. to participate during the next school year. One of

the most positive indicators was that all of the RPs interviewedlre

willing to suggest friends or colleagues who might be interested in being RPs.

The interviews indicate a need to better inform RPs about the functions

of the school. Only three described the school with complete accuracy.

The rest had a basic idea of the program, but thought it 'was designed

primarily for exceptionally bright, highly motivated students. Three RPs

said that a visit by a staff member to talk to the RP's associates about

the program would be helpful.
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Summary

The overall assessment is.that the Resource Person concept offers a

promising means for expanding the kind of diversity of learning opportunities

and resources available to students and for increasing the participation of

the economic sector in the educational process. (Using organizations as

opposed to individual. volunteers is-another viable mechanism and is discussed

below.) 'from the year-end RP and student interviews (see the section on

Learning_ Qutcomes), plus staff assessment of student projects, it is evident

that informed, enthusiastic adults can provide significant learning

experiences and that these can be rewarding to the" adults as well as to

students. The Resource Person-student relationship can motivate students

1 to want to learn and can result in learning beyond the acquis.ition of

first-hand information about a career or job. Students can develop.

communications skills, interpersonal skills, and problem-solving skills,

and can acquire relevant, practical information about a host of subjects

by working with Resource Persons. Much can be done to improve the

development and use If Resource Persons in an EBCE model. The RP concept

certainly deserves further development and testing to determine educational

benefits, how. benefits can be maximized, associated costs, and long-range

feasibility. Some recommendations are provided below. 4

Recommendations

'1. Develop a program description and operating manual for RPs

designed to guide their work with students in general.

2. Provide students with a format or mechanism for communicating

to an RP their own individual reasons and objectives for
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working with the RP. (A revised project planning form

should both facilitate student planning of their objectives

and activities as well as enable students to communicate
Y'

their plans to RPs. Both RPs and students need to, fully

understand why they are working together.)

3. Develop mechanisms for having RPs evaluate student progress

and achiev6ent in terms of the student's own objectives

and in terms of growth in communications, problem-solving,

and interpersonal skills. (Asking RPs to evalukte student

progress in prespecified areas should eliminate any confusion

over what FWS expects students to get out of their

experiences with RPs.)

4. Develop procedures and instruments to facilitate and assure

regular contact between FWS operations staff and RPs.

Advisors should follow-up.by telephone at least on one of

every three student orientations with RPs, and should

monitor on-going relationships at leastevery two weeks.

A control needs to be developed to assure that all RPs

are contacted by staff at least once each semester.

5. Further define and explore the feasibility of RPS serving

as technical advisors on student projects, involving them

in both planning and evaluating student projects with the

students.

G. Develop mechanismb, procedures, and descriptive material

which' will increase union support in obtaining Resource

Persons who are either union members or employees of unions.

. - 32 -
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LARGE EMPLOYER ORGANIZATIONS (LEOs)

A LEO is an employer organization (as opposed to an individuai RP)

which makes its facilities and staff available to small groups of students

for a series'of preplanned learning activities. These activities vary

from orientation briefings to observation and hands-on experiences in

several divisions of the organization to long-term involvement in one or

more divisions. The student should gain a broad exposure to a large

organization and to a wide range of occupations. LEOs and RPs provide

compleMentary learning experiences. RPs provide students the opportunity-

for personal in-depth contact and exploration. LEOs enable students to

see the relationships among various jobs and positions.

Progress in recruiting and developing emplOyer organizations, as

with RPs, must be measured more in terms of quality (what was learned by

staff, and improvements in procedures and instruments) than quantity.

Obtaining commitments from organizations to provide on-site learning

experienCes forTWS students proved to be much more difficult and time

consuming than obtaining commitments from individual Resource Persons.

Although numerous contacts with Large EMployer Organizations were made

by the External Relations staff-during the year, it was not. until

February 1973 that we obtained a formal commitment to participate from

a LEO, the Southern Pacific Transportation Company. We attribute the

eventual success with Southern Pacific to the efforts of,a consultant

hired in January who had retired as the company's public relations manager

after nearly fifty years with Southern Pacific. While our )imited
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experience is not sufficient to jt'stify a recommendation thdt future sites

ne d to hire an individual with extensive persdnal contacts in the

bus tress community to recruit employer organizations, it did provide FWS

wit a much-needed breakthrough: Shortly after securing Southern Pacific's

cooperation; several commitments from other employer organizations were

obtained. By the end of the second semester, four LEOs were participating

in the program and each had had at least one group of students attend

preplanned orientations. Following orientation experiences, a few students

opted for further explorations at three of the four LEOs. Orientation

at the fourth took place so late in the second semester that students

were unable to engage in further exploration due to conflicts with their

. other scheduled activities and commitments.

Once commitments were secured from an organization to participate and

the LEO had designated a staff member (called a program coordinator) to

work with FWS, learning activities were planned and sequenced. With one

exception (the Southern Pacific Transportation Company), learning activities

were developed by the curriculum developer with the help of the appropriate

LEO employees. First the developer met with the program coordiWor to

identify areas in the LEO where learning activities could be developed.

Once the areas open to the students had been identified, the curriculum

developer noted the names of the LEO employees who would be working with

the- students and sketched out possible activities. Later the developer

met with these employees either individually or in small groups to discuss

in greater detail what activities students could observe and what they

could actually do with Each employee. At the same time, the LEO employees

had the opportdnity to ask the developer questions about Far West School,
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the students, or the program that was being developed. At the Southern

Pacific Transportation Company, the Supervisor of Training (the program

coordinator for Southern Pacific) developed the original program. The

curriculum developer made comments and suggestions, but did not speak with

the employees before the program at Southern Pacific was written and

a-schedule determined.

When the activities had been worked out, the developer arranged them

in a logical sequence which was approved by the LEO program coordinator.

The developer made frequent visits and telephone calls to the LEO to

coordinate preparation and scheduling of the activities as well as to

provide any needed trouble-shooting. All employees who were involved

with students received a schedule and summary of the planned activities.

If any changes were made in the dates or scope of the activities,

employees were notified in advance.

A small group of students then completed the program, which lasted

from 20 to.50 hours over a one- to two-week period, as a pilot test.

The program included short experiences in as many of the LEO's divisions

as possible, and included some hands-on experience or other task through

which students acquired skills and knowledge. It also included a good

deal of passive learning (observation and demonstration). In the pilot

test, the curriculum developer acted as a monitor, watching to see that

things moved smoothly and suggesting program changes where appropriate.

He evaluated the activities through observation and/or post interviews

with the participating students.

When the pilot test hAc' ended, the curriculum developer met with

the LEO proij.am coordinator (and ,any other necessary LEO personnel) to

r



IF
discuss the successes and failures of the pilot-test version and to make

arrangements for future development and subsequent student involvement.

Along with reorganizing the original activities, the curriculum developer

identified divisions where a student could have a more lasting experience,

perhaps up,to 100 hours. Reorganizing the original activities also

included strengthening weak areas, rescheduling amounts of time spent

in each department, and either broadening or narrowing the entire program

as necessary. Changes were made only with .the concurrence of the coordinator.

The final, written description of the LEO contained learning objectives

and specific information about the learning activities.

A starting date for LEO activities was set in advance and a list of

participating students was given to the program coordinator. For some LEDs,

4.

the total schedule was prearranged, while others worked with the students

to plan the,schedule after the set starting date.

Employees were given direction on how to interact with students and

then left to their own resources. ,The program coordinator interacted

periodically with the staff to find out how the activities were working and

suggested revisions based on evacuation of the activities by Far West

School. Since students have participated in only four LEOs to date, it

is not yet possible to say whether this method of supervision will be the%

one recommended for the model. It does not appear to be necessary or

cost effective for FWS staff t,) directly supervise learning activities

in LEOs.

The roles of LEO employees in interacting with EBCE students have had

little time to crystallize in the past year.
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Findings,

Four employer organizations were made available for orientation-

exploration by students during
*

FY73: Southern Pacific Transportation

Company, Rhodes Department Store. Moore Business Forms, Inc., and

Breuner's Furniture Company. Experiences,with these four LEOs are

described in the next four sections.

Southern' Pacific. Seven students attended the Southern Pacific

orientation whiCh lasted six hours. The orientation included a lecture,

slides, a film, and discussions about the history, size, structure, and

-

product of the Southern Pacific Company. Information about the careers

available at Southern Pacific was also included. The exploration, which

was five days long, six hours a day, and was attended by two students,

took the students through the administrative and freight offices in

Oakland. There they were shown how,the employees keep track of Southern

Pacific's cars and trains, were given short, personal histories by p

several of the older employees, and were taken on a tour of the Oakland

yard from the "rip tracks" to the "piggyback" operations. The students

were also shown how to operate the input/output computer terminals, how

the cars are weighed, how crews are assigned, and how the trains are put

together in the yard. Students were able to observe and discuss the role

of the unions in the operations of Southern Pacific.

Staff members discussed the experience with the students afterward.

The students were generally favorable toward content and people, but felt

that the sessions were too longN Still, the students recommended the

experience for other students. (The forms for recording students' responses
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and monitors' assessments are shown in Appendix C.) Students agreed

that information on the following items had been-given during the

Southern Pacific orientation:

1. how academic skills are applied on the job;

2. how the many employees depend on each other's skills to

accomplish the objectives of the company;

3. how a large company is structured and managed;

4. what different careers are available in a large company;

5. some of the principles of the business world;

6. insights into human relations from seeing how people

interrelate while accomplishing a task;

7. the influence of social problems on the world of work;

8. the amount of.individual expression allowed by management; and

9. the salary and fringe benefit structure of the business.

The experience at Southern Pacific was monitored by two curriculum

developers in terms of the leirning outcomes in these areas:

1. range of careers available;

2. educational requirements and skills necessary for several

types of careers;

. 3. employee salary levels and fringe benefits (sick leave,

vacation time, etc.);

4. hierarchy of positions;

5. role of the union in the internal growth and structure

(rates, personnel policies, seniority, etc.);

4
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6. social issues at play within and upon the organiption, and

how Southern Pacific responded to them (affirmative action,

environmental concerns, national transportation requirements,

etc.); and

7. railroad history and its role in U.S. history (effect on

national borders, immigration laws, the population and

growth of cities, etc.).

One monitor observed that the activities and information presented

were sufficient to meet the specified objectives, but that there was little

to no observable 'student reaction. The Other monitor observed much

student reaction to the information and activities presented: (This

contradiction between raters indicates the need for definition of

procedures for judging student participatiork) Both monitors felt the

experiences at Southern Pacific'were worthwhile to students and would

enable them to achieve the expected learning outcomes.

Rhodes Department Store. Three students attended the orientation at

odes Department Store, which lasted about two hours. For the exploration,

each student worked out his own schedule, spending about half p day in each

of five departments (out of a selection of eleven). At the end of the

exploration, the monitor held an informal rap session with the students

to record their opinions about the activities at Rhodes. The students

reported that content and length were about right; that employees'

attitudes, preparation, and response to questions were good; and that the

experience was very informative.

The-curriculum developer who monitored the students' activities at

Rhodes observed that some of the emig.4oyees had not been properly prepared
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to work with the students and that some adjustments in the schedule of

activities needed to be made. He also recommended some ,daitional

development, including an informative discussion with those employees who

would be working with the students.

Breuner's Home Furnishers. The orientation at Breuner's Home Furnishers

was attended by two students and lasted about three hours. The exploration

activities began the next day and lasted for ten full days. The entire

orientation was observed by one monitor, but only parts of the exploration

were monitored. The monitor (a FWS curriculum developer) reported that

the exploration went very smoothly for a first run through and noted that

the students had few complaints. He suggested some scheduling and

'development changes.

The following is a direct quote from the monitor's evaluation summary:

The students felt Display and Marking Room were the best '

experiences of the entire exploration, 'both from the standpoint

of knowledge and skills learned and the most interesting

hands-on experience. Dusting in the Small Wares Departthent

was the least enjoyed. However,,overall they saw very few

needed changes. They were particularly impressed with all

employees' concern over good customer service, courtesy, and

responsiveness to customer needs. Both students said they k

1

would suggest this exploration to other students. The Breuner's

exploration was very smooth for the first time through. A little

more development should tighten it up and make it an excellent

set of learning experiences for our students. A little more

development will also make the experience less taxing on the

Breuner's employees.

-40-
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Moore Business Forms. The, three -hour orientation.at Moore Business

Fov was attended by two students and a staff monitor. There was no

schedule of activities planned for the exploration. It was to be worked

out between'the student and the LEO program coordinator at the orientation.

One student decided to do the exploration which began the next week. The

student attended one half day, missed another appointment, and came down

with the flu. As it was June, staff formative evaluation of exploration

activities was postponed until the fall semester wren students could be

expected to complete the activities.

Summary of Findipgs. During FY73, three major kinds of information

regarding LEOs were sought: 'a mechanism of procedures which would help

to secure participation agreements from employer organiza(tibms; formative

data to assist in the development of learning programs it LEN; and data

regarding students' affective iesponses to LEOrprograms.

The employment of an experienced member of the employer community

with.extensive personal contacts proved to be one effective means for

eliciting cooperation and support from Large Employer Organizations.

Student responses on questionnaires and interviews, and staff

observations.fronwnonitoring students' experiences at LEOs led to several

improvements in selection of activities, scheduling, and personnel

involved in programs at particular LEOs. A number of potential problems

which might be common to the use of LEOs and needs which will have.to

be addressed in FY74 were identified. The fact that there had been

limited direct contact by FWS staff with low-level LEO employees

presented problems in some instances. LEO employees are often recruitbd

by management rather than allowed to volunteer. It Was found that some
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employer-recruited people really do not like working with the students

and do not work well with then. There fs a need to ,develop a mechanism

for tactfully changing LEO itafeln these situations. It is hoped that

the program coordinator or other LEO designate will take charge of

monitoring student progress in LEO activities. Forms and/or interview

techniques must be developedso that LEO employees themselves can assess

student progress. Efficient procedures must also be developed for

modifying the presentations and discussions with the LEO staff that haVe

been rated unfavortibly by students. There is a need to find out how much

supervision of employee instruction is necessary; how supervisors should

be trained; and how, when, and to whom they will report. 4;

Students were generally satisfied with the LEO programs. Expressed

diStatisfattion relatd largely to orientation presentations which

involved too much passive listening versus active learning, and the desire

for more hands-on experience in various tasks during exploration activities

as opposed to observation and discussion. The fact that two curriculum

developers monitoring the same activities observed quite different

student reactions indicates the need to clarify and then validate instru-

ments and procedures used by monitors next year. Revised monitoring

instruments should be tested by comparing the results from independent

monitors until it is determined that the instruments are reasonably reliable.

Recommendations

During the coming year:

1. Revise and validate guides, questionnaires, and instruments

used to provide systematic feedback from students and monitors

on LEO experiences.
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2. Develop and document procedures for initially developing

learning activities at LEOs and for working with LEO.

officials to Make changes in activities and involved

LEO staff when student and monitor feedback indicates

a need for change.

3. Develop means of making student experiences at LEOs more

interesting and worthwhile in terms of learning achieved.

Specifically, obtain LEO agreements to provide students

with more in-depth hands-on kinds of learning activities,

and develop learning packages (discussed in the section on

Student Program Planning_and Monitoring) so that students

are provided with guidance and suggestions for problems

and issues they can, investigate at LEDs. For example,
CI

one way to improv the initial orientation sessions would

be to send students who are prepared to ask questions and

pursue issues.

14,



STUDENT PROGRAM PLANNING AND MONITORING

METHOD

At the outset, FWL feasibility studies revealedthat no real precedent

was available to guide development of a comprehensive EBCE model. Little

was known about what EBCE curriculum content should be, how to effectively

interface the "work" and "study" components, and how to capitalize on

learning resources available in the community. The published curriculum

packages surveyed were judged not suitable to the kind of integrated

learning EBCE proposes to offer.

The alternative to developing curriculum in a paper vacuum and then

trying it out on students was to develop the instructional/learner system
: 00,

with students; through an empirical cutxand-fit process. The plan was to

use students as collaborators, while not jeopardizing their education.

The process by which the instructional model evolved was a combination of

preplanning and opportunism. A broad set of learning objectives,, developed

during the feasibility study, served as a framework or guide for determining

effective learning opportunities at employer 'sites; at the same time, develop-

ers were responsive to the potential of a given site, both in terms of comply-

ing with restrictions and incorporating unforeseen learning opportunities

into the model. It was felt that only such a method could-provide answers

to the questions: how much and what kind' of learning can in fact occur in

a variety f employer and real life settings; and exactly what skills and

knowledge ca an an adult out in the real world share with a student?

The methodmethod presented difficulties during the initial phase of deveiop-4

ment: Revising procedures in response to immediate needs, sometimes on a
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day-to-day ad hoc basis, prevented the decision-making process from being

as-systematic as was desired, and made it difficult to document.

This process of developing procedures and learning activities, trying

them out, and revising them, relied heavily upon immediate feedback from

both staff and students, and to the extent possible, from RP's. This feed-

back was obtained and consolidated through the following means:

1. weekly curriculum planning meeting (Development and Operations

staff with student representation);

2. curriculum advisory committee, including staff, students, RPs,

and an OPS representative;

3. student program review committee (three staff and two students); and

4. weekly studpnt-staff meeting.

In addition to these relatively formal sources of feedback, it should

be pointed out that the small student body, and the initi41 instructional

system with developmental staff serving as workshop leaders and techhical

advisors, permitted regular informal contact between staff and students

so that student reactions were received on almost a daily basis.

PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTING STUDENT PROGRAMS

The process of planning and implementilg individual programs in FY73

evolyed through three phases of :urriculum organization.

Phase I. In the summer of 1972, during the pre-pilot phase of program

development, the staff had limited experience working with some part-time

students and a few dozen Resource Persons. They identified some ways to

plan and expand on student learning activities and objectives, using

SO.
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employer -based resources. The pre -pilot also served to identify the

more significant problems of operating with limited program resources

and an untrained staff.

In the fall of 1972, pilot program operations began. As the pool

of Resource Persons and Community Resources was increased, there was a
4,

parallel need for increased staff resources. Teams consistins of a

curriculum developer and an advisor were ,tormed to work with students

in planning their individual programs. Curriculum develOpers contrib-

uted expertise about resources and how to plan and monitor programs

based on specific objectives; and advisors were to see that students

kept their appointments, rap with them about problems, and document

behavioral ,changes. The curriculum developers were to assure quality

of students' curriculum areas specified in the curriculum goals7and

objectives:

Reading
Writing
Oral Communication.
Quantitative Skills
Interpersonal Skills
Problem Solving

Decision-making Skills
Inquiry Skills
Career Awareness
Self-knowledge
Career Planning & Decision Making
Career Entrance Skills

Advisors assumed the roles of counselor, rap group leader, and activity

monitor. Later, in the second semester, when curriculum developers re-

turned to developing curriculum resources, it found that advisors had

had little opportunity to learn how to plan individualized learning pro-

grams. They had been cast more in the role of "buddy" than that of

"teacher." During the second semester it was difficult to change their

roles so that the advisors would be "in charge" of coordinating and

managing the students' programs.
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Initially the planning process focused on student interests, almost

any identifiable interests, then finding Resourcersons or other resources

in the community with which the student could get involved. The assumption

was that once a student was involved in a motivating activity, it could be

supported and expanded to create .a well-rounded learning program.

The process worked well for some students; but most were not becoming

significantly involved in community-based learning activities, for the

following reasons:

. Many students, despite interests stated in diagnostic interviews,

were not sure what their real interests were.

2. Others had uncommon,' even exotic interests (e.g., astrophysics), and

the early pool of RP's did not reflect the "ideal" variety of career

and subject area interests that would accommodate the specific in-
.

terests'of all students.

3. Most students had never encountered a learning process that required

the kind of initiative and self-reliancl,EBCE asked of them. They

had been unaccustomed to making decisions that involve real latitude

of choice and accepting responsibility for those choices. This lack

of readiness manifested itself in apathy, a low tolerance for flex-

ible structure (which students in(ially perceived as ambiguity),

'and a reluctance to commit to in-depth experience, all of which tended

to result in "dead time" and under-utilization of resources.

In other words, the program's procedures and community learning resources

were not yet sufficiently developed to provide students with a "comprehensive

education." Therefore,"it was decided to provide students with a transitional
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curriculum to give them core cognitive, social, and career 9wareness skills,

enabling them to profit from one-to-one relationships with Resource Persons

out in learning sites.

. Workshops: To provide immediate help in areas not yet adequately cov-

ered by Resource'Persons, workshops were instituted in the following areas:

decision- making fdr careers, learning with Resource Persons, introduction

to volunteer community service, volunteer tutoring, introduction to the

resources of the community, communications (reading, writing, speaking,

listening), computation (whole numbers, fractions, decimals, percentages),

history, Spanish, algebra, and mass media.

These workshops were held weekly, and used as their raw materials

student.experiences.in the community.. They were conceived as. temporary

measures, with the understanding that some might be incorporated as legit-

imate components of the model.

Phase II. Students did not develop hoped-for involvement with ex-

ternal learning resources; so many supplementary-activities were offered

at the Resource Center that students. had little motivation to get involved

in field activities. It was concluded that more structure was needed for,

planning and integrating the students' disparate experiences.

Individual projects were designee' to_stimulate longer-term planning,

to bring together the various curricular a :tivities, and to encourage d,aper

career exploration. In the middle of the Fall Semestera requirement was .

established: Each student would complete a "project" each semester, involving

a subject area of career exploration of personal interest using Resource

Persons and Community Resources.
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The success of the student project notion during the first semester

led to adoption of student projects as the major vehicle to provide or-

ganization to individual student learning programs and activities. During

the Spring Semester, students, working with their advisors, were to build

their programs on projects which would include specific learning objectives

to be accomplished and products to be completed. Even physical education

activities,and participation in workshops or junior college courses were

to, be covered by a "Student Project Nan."

Essentially, the student program planning procedures during Spring

Semester involved:(1) identifying students' interests in career or sub-

ject matter areas; (2) identifying students' learning needs for

OPS graduation requirements and future goals (higher education or immediate

-employment); (3) deve!oping career and/or subject area projects

to meet interests and learning needs; and (4) filling out the remainder of

the student's program with workshops (only the communications workshop was

given on a regular basis), study group activities (such as American

government or U.S. history rap groups), or a junior college course

to meet specific interests or educational needs of the student.

Phase III. In the Spring Semester, all but the communications work-

shop were phased out, f(.. the following reasons: retaining them any longer

would run the risk that FWL's EBCE mode} would assume the characteristics

of a school-based career education program; the pool of RP's had grown and

procedures for analyzing and utilizing them had improved; and a renewed

belief by program staff that academic equivalencies could be developed

using external resources and that we had not yet really tested the

employer-based concept.
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An alternative to workshop-based academics, namely academic study in

the economic sector, was developed. The restructured American history

'workshop was based in the economic sector with students working on pro-

jects of their own choosing with a historical emphasis. In an American

government package students prepared projects that involved researching

the Oakland city election and working with candidates. A science package

in the economic sector contained an array of options ranging from working

in a medical laboratory to working with a mechanician in a college phys-

iology,department. These were called Subject Equivalency Packages.

Eight students sVidied American history, three American government, and

six science. In addition to their regular advisor,` eleven students also

selected technical advisors, or subject-area experts, to help them set

up projects, plan resource use, and regularly evaluate Ndents' pro-

gress. The technical advisors were either FWL development staff members -

or Resource Persons.

Two of the seventeen students failed to complete projects and to earn

credit in the subject areas. :These two students eApcted to finish their

project over the summer or during the first two months of the 1973-74

school year.

A student Opinion Questionnaire on Subject Equivalency Packages was

formulated and completed by students who participated. The items are shown

in Appendix D. Questionnaire responses indicate that generally the students

spent about the same number of hours on their projects as they would have

spent in the classroom in the Oakland Public Schools.

Most students used Resource Persons, technical advisors, and Community
ti

Resources during their projects within a package. AM three resources were
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rated highly by the students with Community Resources seen most positively.

For the seventeen students, ratings of "very helpful" (6 or 7 on a 7-point

scale) and resource use were as follows:

Very Helpful Total Using Resource

Resource Person 9 12

Technical Advisor 6 11

Community Resource 12 14

Major Community Resources used were libraries (American history group)

and city council meetings (American government group).

Students suggested ways to improve the package approach. Seven felt

they needed more guidance such as regular deadlines for work due and

regular meetings with advisors and technical advisors, Fifteen of the

seventeen students would recommend the package approach to other students.

Reasons given emphasize the value of independence, individual experiences,

and advantages in learning in an area of interest.

Students' responses to the Resource Person Guides were mixed. Generally,

they felt the guides could be improved by giving more information about the

Resource Persons's background, personal characteristics, and expectations.

Students in the government and science packages used the guides extensively;

students seldom used them in American history, probably because an independent

study/research approach'was used in that package. Overall, students' ratings

0 the guides were varied, generally favorable. Sixteen students stated that

the guide format (as opposed to lengthy intervie eports) should be used for

other Resource Persons, not just those in packages. (See Appendix B)

Students were asked to list any careers about which they had gained

information while working on the packages. The American history group had
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the fewest careers listed and these careers were only peripherally, related

to the topic of American history. Two students in this group did not learn

about any neW,careers.' Ifs contrast, each member of the American government

groupilearned about at least three careers in the fields of politics or

media. The science group observed a number of careers in science - -two

members of this. group mentioned five different. science-related careers.

Towards the end of the year, the package concept emerged as the major

means of organizing curriculum. A learning package became in assemblage

of Resource Persons, Employer Organizations, and Community Resources,

organized in terms of a common set of stuaent outcomes (package goals)

related to a "subject area" and careers associated with it. The organizing

principle may be a genuine career area (e.g., commerce or communications and

media), or it may be a competence or subject area (e.g., science or political

behavior) satisfying both OPS requirements and student interests. This lat-

itude in grouping allows. students the broadest possible range for planning

learning programs in all major areas of essential and desired learning. It

was found, that while students are curious about what adults actually do in

their daily lives, many students do not find career tApioration sufficient

in itself to:sustain vital learning program. They are more interested in

finding put who they are and what values they want to live by (wKat

Erikson calls "ego identity"). Indeed, many students begin with a bias

against the "technocratic establishment." The package allows those students

to explore careers through the "vehicle" of a social, political, or inter-

personal issue, some concern or interest 'sufficiently pressing to motivate

learning and make the world of work accessible in "human" or personal terms.

.A learning package offers the student a structured framework within

whiCh to make decisions, plan his own learning activities, and identify or
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develop performance objectives he wishes to achieve as a result of his

activities. The learning package also provides staff with a set of pack-

age goals which all students pursuing projects through the package are

expected to achieve. The package goals serve as guidance to advisors in

assessing student projects and determining when Tihey are complete and

sufficient in terms of the package. They also provide therturriculum

develoOhlent-and evaluation teams some basis for comparison of student

learning outcomes even though the students' objectives and activities

vary according to personal interests and abilities. Finally, the

leAling package provides a mechanism for converting from a time-based

to/a performance-based instructional system. All students who achieve

the goals of a learning package will receive "x" credit no matter how long

it takes them to do so. When students are working on projects outside of

*packages, there is seldom any way to make direct comparisons between their

diverse objectives and activities. In such circumstances it waO'found that

"productive hours of work" was the only equitable common denominator for

credit assignment purposes. The organizing rubric of the package allows some

framework for comparison of student learning other than student hours spent

in activities.

MONITORING STUDENT PROGRESS

In the efforts to document student learning activities and learning

outcomes for very individualized and, therefore,-diverse student learning

programs, there was a reliance on the written word and on students to

produce much of the documentation. The heavy demands placed upon students to

report in writing their activities and what they learned seemed detrimental
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to the program. Some students became hostile about having to respond to

forms and having to pretend that their learning can be fragmented into

little chunks for reporting purposes and credit assignment. The detailed

progress monitoring and documentation required to support the developmental

aspects of this program seemed in conflict with the educational thrust

which is supposed to be focusing on whole behaviors.

Procedures and forms used during the Fall Semester for monitoring and

reporting student progress were reviewed in Sanuariand revised. The

Student's Weekly Activities Summary form was revised. The Student's Weekly

.Reflection Report was cancelled in favor of students' keeping logs and

writing critical incident reports. Advisors were no longer asked to write.

weekly reports on student irogress, but to do so on a monthly basis, or more

frequently, as necessary.

Evaluation and comparison of student products over time provided an-

other form of progress monitoring. Advisors were to spend a day each week in

the field, monitoring student activities with employers and Community

Resources and aform was developed for documenting these RR and CR contacts.

Students' demands nn advisors' time, however,' prevented this more systematic

monitoring from occurring on a regular basis.

While advisors had curriculum goals and objectives for core subjects

to guide their work with students in planning programs and projects, the

sheer number of objectives made it.. difficult to keep track of whether stu-

dents were planning, and completing activities and project objectives'in

each of the core areas. Further, measures or indicators had not been

developed to assess student growth in such areas as interpersonal or

decision-making skills. Advisors were limited to reporting their 'subjective
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impressions of student growth in these areas with reasons for their stater

ments.

Formative evaluation efforts during the year focused on assessing

and improving the process of student program planning, finding methods

ah4e4Struments which appeared workable. Assessment of student products

and progress and the assignment of credits.to student work remained

liergely a subjective determination made by bOth development and opera-

tions.staff in concert through the mechanism of a student program re-

view committee (which included two student representatives). Students'

products, associated with their projects, were judged either acceptable

(in which case credit was awarded) or partially or not acceptable (in

which cases partial or no credit was awarded).

Now that the process of planning and implementing individualized

student programs using employer and community resources has been refined,

emphasis needs to be placed on developing and improving mechanisms for

progress monitoring and achievement assessment. Several such mechanisms

identified during the past year'include: 1) revising the student project

planning fqrm to serve also as a format to help RPs rate student progress

Lowards their own self-set objectives specified in the project plan;

2) developing rating scales for RPs'to evaluate student ability levels in

communications and problem-solving skills; 3) developing criteria and

scales by which to assess students' project plans and products; and

4) developing a system for coding student Project objectives to core

curriculum areas. These mechanisms will be developed and tested for

utility in FY74.
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MAJOR FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The "freedom shock" students experience upon enteringIBCE

necessitates a more effective orientation period. This can

be accomplished by:

a. starting with structured initial experiences and

then increasing flexibility as students become

ready to manage more freedom;

b. providing initial workshops on project planning

procedures; and

c. conducting regular advisory group sessions during

orientation.

2. 4IPhas not always been possible to provide the struchni(and

close supervision that some students need. .The advisors have

had to rely extensively on their own judgment in, terms of

closeness of supervision and in terms of matching students

with learning activities. Although diagnostic instruments

can help students and advisors in the educational and career

decision-making process, they are not always relevant. Thus,

the burdens of program planning and diagnosis of student needs

and interests rest primarily on the interaction between the

student and the advisor.

The fundamental problem, therefore, is to determine early

in the program the amount of supervision a student will need

and the best mechod(s) for matching students with learning

experiences and for career decision making. Systematic
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evidence is needed on the efficacy of particular diagnostic

instruments in helping to-provide the data necessary for the

student/activity matching process.

3. The advisors were unable this past year to assimilate and

effectively use rapidly developed curriculum objectives and

activities, and learning resource descriptions; to use

diagnostic test result interpretations; to use vocational

guidance materials; and to write performance objectives.

In order to better prepare advisors for their role in

FY74, they will need training in:

a. curriculum development, enabling them to better

understand the curriculum descriptions they have to

work with. (Advisors will accompany a curriculum

developer to interview Resource People, identify

learning activities 'on the learning site, and write

objectives.)

b. performance objectives by the Curriculum Development

team leader and'Operations Director, enabling the

advisors to write and utilize performance objectives.

c. American Institutes for Research (AIR) guidance package

materials.

d. Science Research Associates, Inc. (SRA) Career Information

Kit and Occupational Exploration Kit.

e. use of other guidance resource materials such as

career kits and games (Career Information Kit, Life

Career Games, etc.), assessment of materials, and
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materials for the advisor's use (the College

Blue Book, Counselor's Guide to Mtnpower Infor-

mation, etc.).

f. blending of basic, life, and career development skills

in individual student programs.

4. To insure better quality control, priorities should be established

for curriculum goals and the number on which to focus progress

monitoring and assessment efforts should be limited. Instruments

for measurement, with indicators of student performance and

growth, must be provided to Resource Persons and others who work

with students so that growth over time c e assessed and

documented. A systematic way of coding student project objectives

to the core curriculum areas must be developed so that advisors -

can identify, from a quick review of a checklist or printout,

when a student's total set of projects over time fails to include

one or more of the core skills areas. Advisors and students

could then plan appropriate modifications to the student's program.

Finally, advisors and students should be furnished cldar criteria

for judging the acceptability of students' long-range plans and

project plans and activities.

5. Student advisors cannot be expected to possess the requisite

expertise in all subject areas in which students want to do

projects. The role of technical advisor on projects has largely

been performed by mmbers of the Curriculum Development staff

and by some Resource Persons. A technical advisor helps the

student specify a project focus, identify sources of informa-

tion, plan strategies and activities, end critiques the student's
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performance or products. This role can be shifted to RPs,

but they must be provided with clear and concise guidilines

and procedures.

6. The integrative function accomplished through having students
,

share and ,discuss their field experiences and studies, relat-

ing them to broader principles and concepts, was performed

largely through the communications and other workshops con-

ducted by various development staff members list year. This

is, however, an Operations function and needs to be shifted
.

to the advisory groups.
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LEARNING,. OUTCOMES

During FY73, information on students was gathered to:

1. diagnose student needs, interests, and abilities to serve

as a basis for planning their programs;

2. monitor student progress;

3. improve the curriculum; and

4. evaluate the program.

AcCordingly, most information was collected to serve the purposes of

development and operation; little data of strictly summative nature was

collected during this formative year. Assessment of student progress relied

heavily on staff observations and ratings, and on feedback from students and

RPs. Some evaluative rating scales and questionnaires were developed in-

house and used; only two standardized instruments were administered.

The documentation of steent progress presented in this section is based

on the following sources:

1. Interviews

Student Interviews

Resource Person Telephone Interviews

Parent Interviews

2. , Internally-developed Questionnaires

Student Opinion Questionnaire

Job Information Questionnaire

3. Internally-developed Rating Scales

Advisor Rating of Student

School Opinion Scale

I
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4. Standardized Tsts and Inventories

Jastak Wide-Range Achievement Test
1

Super Carefi\ r Development Inventory

5. Records

Student.Prodbcts

Student Project Records
\

Records of Cr!dit Assignment
--,

OPS Transcripts

1

The data and findings for ea s:\ h instrument or source are presented below.

Instruments were tried, evaluated, and either retained or discarded through-

out the year; sample sizes vary th bughout the data summaries. -

.. .

OVERALL EFFECTS OF PROGRAM

Student Interviews. To consolidate and document students' assessment

of their experiences during the year, what they learned, and how they felt

about the program, three teams (consisting of three staff members) inter-

viewed a total of 15 students: Eaich interview required approximately
)

/

three hours. The questions to be/ asked were organized under the following
,

/

headings: (a) Resource Persons, (b) mathematics, reading, writing, and

interpersonal skills, (c) Large Employer Organizations, (d) career infor-

mation, (e) program planning, (f) self-development, and (g) overall

judgment of FWS. (See Appendix E for a list of questions.)

The interviews lasted two hours or more each. The questions were

general, allowing interviewers to probe for details: The variability

of information obtained- did not appear to warrant. quantitative analysis.

Nonetheless, the student interviews generated valuable qualitative

AO.
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information for staff with many examples of experiences and learning

outcomes. The interviews enabled staff to identify a number of weaknesses

in the program and generate modifications for the coming year

In response to the question, "What is your overall opinion of FWS?"

. all student answers were favorable; the majority were enthusiastic.

Reasons cited were:

1. freedom to plan 'own curriculum, pursue.real interests, instead

of merely fulfilling requirements or working for grades;

2. being treated, as an adult, as an individual , with .respect;

3. exposure to the "real world" (careers, variety of people,- ideas,

issues) made "academic" subjects and skills relevant to real

life, increased motivation to learn, and stimulated interest

in what's going on in society;

4. feel more conFident;

5. feel more responsible--better able to get things done;

6. better understanding of own values and interests, strengths,

and weaknesses; and

7. able to look at "shortcomings" constructively. .

In response to the question, "What change's. would you make?" students made

the following suggestions:

1. reduce paperwork for students; forms were too time-consuming,

tedious, and repetitive;

2. orientation should provide more direction, better guidelines

(it takes too long to find out how the program works and what

is expected of students);
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3. mid-year changes were sometimes difficult to cope with;

4. all students should meet at tne FWS center every day for

better communication, to be more "together";

5. advisors seemed overworked, with not enough time to spend

with students;

6. FWS curriculum needs more practical (hands-on) experience; and

7. advisors should have more contact with RPs.

Advisor Ratings. At year's end, the student advisors (none of whom

participated on the staff teams interviewing students) were asked to complete

a student rating scale for each of their students. (In several cases

where a student had established a close relationship with a second staff

member as a "technical advisor," that person was asked to complete the

scale for the student.) This rating scale required 23 judgments on issues

discussed in the interview, and in toto covered the major outcomes or

processes of the school experience. Each judgment was made on a seven-point

scale, with the end points labelled "Not at All" (rating of 1) and

"Completely" (rating of 7); the miu-point was labelled "Moderately" (rating

of 4). Data from these scales are presented separately for two croups of

students: 12 who were'in Far West School for a full year; and 15 who were

in the school only one semester. A copy of the rating scales with the means

and standard deviations for each group is included in Appendix F.

Given the fact that the ratings wgre completed by FWS advisors who

had been directly involved with each.of the students over the course of

the year, it seemed necessary to establish some standard for interpreting

these ratings. Essentially, it was agreed that if the FWS was to be judged
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as haying achieved certain positive outcomes, oh the average the students

should have been judged to have attained the outcome at a "moderate" level

of higher. 'However, since the data for these particular 27 students were

of value only as they had implications for future students, this standard

of a mean,rating of 4 or higher was insufficient. The actual standard

chosen was the rating of 4 plus two times the average of the standard

errors of the means for each rating scale for each group (statistically

significant'at the .05 level). This resulted in the requirement that the

mean for an item had to equal or exceed 4.8 for both groups of students

(one year or one semester), in order to conclude that the item indicated

a positive outcome from the FWS experience. The same rationale was applied'

to choose the standard of 3.2 as the indicator of a failure to achieve a

desired outcome from the FWS experience. Since the raters had been directly

involved with students in the program, the overall level of their ratings

may be spuriously high.

The distribution of item means, is shown in Table 7 on all 23 raings

for the two groups of students. Two horizontal lines representing the

standards discusseJ in the preceding paragraph have been,drawn to show

the number of positive and negative outcomes as reflected in the ratings.

Data in Table 7 indicate that for the students in the One Year croup,

16 of the mean ratings exceeded the statistical standard set as indicative

of positive outcome; there were 13 sucn ratings for the One Semester Group.

However, since the mean rating had to exceed the statistical standard in

both groups in order to conclude that the FWS had achieved a desired

outcome, the results identified eight positive indicators of outcomes ana

three indicators of filllilure to achieve desired Outcomes. The standards used/
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fable 7

Distributions of Mean Ratings of Students by Advisors

on Twenty-three Student Evaluative Scales

Mean Rating
Ratings of
One Year Students

Ratings of
One Semester Students

5.40 and above 1 1

5.20 - 5.39 2 1

5.00 - S,19 8 5

4.80 4.99 5 6^ -- - - _
4.00 - 4.79 3 5

)

3.20 - 3.99 1 1

_ -

3.00 - 3.19 1 0

2.50 - 2.99 1 1

2.00 - 2.49 ..-' 2

1.50 1,99 1

1.00 - 1.49 1

23 23

Note: Because the distribution of means was negatively skewed,
unequal interval sizes were used to limit the size of the

table.
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are, of course, quite stringent, in order to minimize a possible bias in

favor of the school. They may, therefore, underestimate the effectiveness

of the school.
a'S

The eight rating scales indicative of achievement of desired outcomes are:

To what extent has the student decided on his vocational goals?

To what extent has the student learned to make decisions for

himself/herself?

To what extent has he/she become an activ? learner?

To what extent was the Far West School a growth or maturation

experience for him/her?

To what extent was the student's evaluation of the Far West School

experience more favorable than for Oakland Public School experience?

411I

To what extent has the student effectively utilized the freedom

offered by the Far West School?

To what extent did the student's interaction with RPs lead to

in-depth experiences?

To what extent has the student learned about his own abilities,

interests, and values?

The three ratings scales indicating failure to achieve desired outcomes are:2

To what extent h, the student found the LEO a positive learning

experience?3

To what extent has the Far West School- ex,erience improved the

student's:

(a) reading habits?

(b) oath skills?

2See Appendix F for list of items falling in the "doubtful" interval.

3The section on Learning Resources indicates generally positive evaluation

by the small number o stuientsWo7participated and by their monitors. The

small number participating in the LEO experience undoubtedly accounts for

the low mean rating on this item, since the means were based on all students

in a group, rather than on those who had been LEO participants.
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In summary, these ratings of students indicate that the FWS ex-
.

perience, at least in the opinion of their advisors, helped the students

make decisions about vocational goals using knowledge of their own
4

abilities, interests and values, and that the students became more in-

terested in active participation in learning and became more mature.

They also indicate that the students saw the FWS experience as pref-

erable to the conventional school, made good use of the increased
..

freedom that the FWS permitted, and were able to capitalize on the

opportunity t o y ork directly with adults.

However, the ratings also imply that the program failed to im-

prove

II

students' reading. and mathematics skills, and also that the

students, as a group, did not find working with LEOs a positive

learning experience, While advisors were not involved in workshops

aimed at improving basic skills, the low ratings they assigned to the

basic skills area may well correspond to a relatively low level of

program attainment. The low mean rating (mentioned in the footnote

on the preceding page) on LEO experiences may reflect the lack of contact

with LEOs by most students.

Parents' Responses to Program. At the end of the school year, 17

parents were personally interviewed to assess their perception of the

effect of the FWS experience on their childremAd their attitudes toward

the program. Records of their responses have been tabulated in categories

and are summarized with examples below:



Overall impression of Far West School:

o Positive response 15

o Neutral'response --1 2

o Negative resporise 0

Neutral responses were "doesn't know enough" and "good idea, may get

better in time." Sample positive responses:

o First time eager to go to school.'
.

o More interested in learning, works harder, handles self better,

enjoys beingwith adults more.

o Working much harder--actually working to learn. Never
. ,

has done so much reading in her life.

o Now will go anywhere to find out what she wants to know;

before, wouldn't.
,

He's become another person at home, more alive than he's been

since he was a child.

What is liked:

° Met ods of FWS operation 16

Positive change in student attitude/behavior
v

11

° Student treated like adult 10

° Student can explore interests 8

' What student has learned 6

° Staff responsiveness to students 6

' Learning in community setting 4

- 68 -
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°

°

°

Low staff/student ratio

Other

No response

4

1

3

2

Responses include: "learning for herself vs. to please teachers or

for a grade"; "(Student) is easier to live with--feels this because of

his being treated like an adult"; and "opportunity to explore careers

at close range."

I,

What is disliked:

° Poor staff communkation with parents 5

° Student too free (needs more monitoring) 4

° Student hours irregular 2

° Other 4

° No dislikes 1

° No response 3

Responses include: "not knowing for sure what (student's) hours

would be from week to week, didn't mind because saw how busy he was most

of the time"; "too easy For students to cut"; "too much time lost in

transit from place to place" from father, and "but he's learned )o get

around by himself much better" by mother; and "should be more minority

students."

Suggestions forchange:

° None

0 Closer communication and involvement with

parents

- 69 -
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o Other 5

o No response 3

"Other" responses include: "get parents involved -- field trips, pos-

sible Resource Persons, finding Resource Persons"; "diploma should be issued

by FWS, not Oakland Public Schools"; and "more minority students."

Understand FWS?

o Yes

o No

o Not sure

11

5

-1.

r The interviewer noted that three who 'd yes seemed to understand

the basic concept but knew little about actual program operations. Re-
/

Re-

sponses include: "Yes. (Student) talked a lot about it, never had much

to say at home about anything before"; "not yet, meetings such as this

hell" and "(Student) has explained in great detail."

Effect on child:

o Positive responses

o Negative responses

o No effect responses

15

0

2

The "no effect" responses are 'nothing special" and "no visible changes."

Tabulation of specific effects show the following:

o More responsible 14

o More confident 14

-70-
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o Clarified career interests,
.

future goals 14

o No response, no change 3

Encourage, allow, forbid?

Parents were asked if they had it to do again, would they en-courage,

allow or forbid a student to attend FWS. Their responses show:

° Strongly encourage 8

° Encourage 7

° Probably allow 1

° No response 1

Responses in the "strongly encourage" category include: "Wish my:

child had three years instiad of two"; "Wish studeht could have started

as sophomore"; "trying to enroll two youngei children";;want to enroll.

younger son"; and "one of the best things to ever happen to (student)."
. 0

Parental support is a resource sought by most public school systems.

It is especially important for a developing alternative school program.

One indication of parental support is through willingness to serve as

Resource Persons or on parent groups.

Willing to be a Resource Person?

o Yes 8

o No 1

o No response or maybe y 4

o Volunteered for parent group 4

Responses include: "Yes, tennis instructor"; and "Maybe, I don't

have much education."

4._
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School Opinion Scale. It was expecited that the marked difference

between the'FWS experience and th expe /. iences students had previously

in the public schools would be reelected in students' attitudes toward

school in general. In order to test this expectation, twenty-eight

rating scales were constructed by pairing opposite adjectives that

.might be used by students to describe school. The complete instrument

is presented in the Appendix G.

Students were asked to express their opinions of school by check-

ing one of the points on a seven-point
.

'scale between the opposite

adjectives. The-seven points were weighted from -3 (quite negative about

the school aspect) through 0 (presumed neutral or indifferent'to the

school) to +3 (quite positive about school). In- orm, this is similar

to a SeMantic Differential measure, but unlike the conventional use

of the Semantic Differential, only a total score for each student was

obtained by summing the ratings over all 28 scales. Since scores on

a given scale could range from -3 to +3, the total score could range

from -84 to +84.

The scale was administered twice to each of two groups (in FWS full

year vs. one semester). The full school year group completed the scales

about the middle of the first semester, and at the end of the year. The

one semester group completed the scales at the beginning and end of the

semester they were in the school. Not all students completed theocales

both times. Table 8 presents pretest score distributions for all the

students in both groups combined, and a separate distribution of the

pretest scores for those students who also completed the posttest. It

can be seen.from Table 8 that the pretest scores are predominantly

- 72 -
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Table 8

Distributions of School Opinion Scale Pretest Scores
for All Far West School Students and for Students

Who Also Completed, the Posttest

Pretest Scores

All AS

Students
Students Completing
Pre- and Posttests

No. % No. %

10 and above 3 10 1 5

0- 9 3 10 2 10

-10 -1 3 10 1 5

-20- -11 5 17 3 14

-30- -21 7 23 6 28

-40- -31 2 7 2 10

.
-50- -41 3 10 2 10

-60- -51 4 13 4 18

30 100, 21- 100

I

r

r



`"-- negative. Table 8 also shows that while about one-third of the students

who completed the opinion scales near the beginning of the FWS experience'

did not complete them at the end of the year, there is no evident bias in

the group for which pre- and postdata are available.

The data for the 21 students who completed the Opinion scales twice

are presented in Figure 1 in the form °Ca bivariate plot of the pre- and

postscores. Data points in this table are presented for ten students

who were in school for one year (labelled A) and for eleven. students who

were in the school for only one semester (labelled B). The mean scores

for these two groups also are shown.

It is evident from Figure 1 that there was an important shift in opidiok

for both groups during the course of the FWS experience. Initially, only

three of 21 students were positive in their opinions about school, but by
.

the end of the year, 20 of 21 were strongly positive.

.Since the concern of the school is with individual students, the

important test of the significance of this change is not so much in the

mean change as in the individUals. Thus, a solid diagonal line has been

drawn representing an estimate of the level of posttest scores required to

indicate a statistically significant (P = .05) positive shift in the

opinions of the individual students.4 The broken diagonal line shows

points of zero change from pre- to postobservation.

4The statistical significance of a score difference for indiVidual students
is derived from the standard errors of measurement for the pre- and post-

measures. The standard error of measurement for difference scores is the
square root of the sum of the two (pre and post) variance 'errors of measure-

-ment. The statistical criterion was established using twice the standard

error of measurement for the difference scores. This iipproach is similar

to that recommended for the interpretation o differencescores in the

manuals of several standardized tests (SCAT, STEP). (Continued on Page 76.)
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The data in Figure 1 indicate several important facts.

1. Only two of the 21 students showed an actual negative change
.,

in opinion. .

2. Two - thirds of the students showed positive changes large

enough to meet the statt tical significance criteria for

true changes in opinion. The sign test for this percent-

age is significant well beyond the .001 level; a sign test

for an observed zero difference would be even more signifi-

cant.

3. Although the distributions of'the pre- and postopinion

scores make a test of the means inappropriate, the

criterion applied to individual scores is so stringent

that a statistical test of the means, if it were appro-

priate, would be highly significant.

In summary, the data from these scales of opinions about

school in general show that the experience in the FWS served to change the. .

student opinion about school from negative to positive. This appears to be

true whether the experience in the FWS lasted for one semester or one year.

4(Continued from page 74.) The standard error of measurement is a function

of the standard deviation and the reliability of the'measure used. In this

instance lack of sufficient data prevented the determination of an estimate
of reliability. It was necessary, therefore, td guess at what the reliability
might have been if it could have been obtained. A reliability estimate. of
.75 was used in arriving at the criterion level of significant change in in-
dividual opinions. Although this is a guess, it seems reasonable in light
of the number and nature of the opinion items.

(se
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT SKILLS

The term career development skills includes the knowledge, skills,

and attitudes needed for career entry, advancement, mobility, and

adaptation. Career development skills focus more specifically on those

behaviors needed to acquire information about careers and about oneself,

to integrate personal and career information in making informed career

decisions, and to pursue one's career goals by effectively seeking and

obtaining employment or gaining admission to postseCondary education

programs.

Student Interviews. It has been found that students can learn a

great deal about the characteristics and requirements of specific jobs

from their discussions and interactions with Resource Persons and

employees of Large Employer Organizations. In the end-of-year inter-

views, most students described the jobs of people they have visited not

only in terms of tasks performed but also in terms.of the degree of

supervision received or independence allowed, working hours, security

of position, and so forth. Most students were also able to describe

the requirements of various positions including, for example, the educa-

tion required, whether one must enjoy or excel at working with people,

and whether union membership is required.

On the basis of first-hard exposure, and citing specific reasons, some

students explained why they were no longer interested in pursiing careers

in veterinary medicine, radio broadcasting, Lisiness, chiropractics,

forestry, and stenography, cthers hmi they had acquired new career interests

/7
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in oceanography, psychology, journalism; and others. how they had expanded

and refined interests in astrophysics, small business in crafts.

It was found that a number of students used their career exploration

experiences not only to clarify their own career goals and learn more

about their own interests, values, and abilities, but also to acquire'

considerable insight into what might be called the sociology and

psychology of work. Almost all students were able to give examples of

insights into people's differing motivations for and satisfactions de-
,

rived from working.

Student Projects. It was apparent from assessing student reports and

essays with indivichial projects that students had been able to demonstrate

understanding of: related careers within a field, use of implements and

facilities on the job, and tubject areas and issues related to careers.

These student reports and essays explained such items as:

7

o the hi*tory and function of Computers;

o the roles and functions of all personnel in a printing

shop;

o the roles of lawyers, prison officials, probation officers,

etc., focusing on an investigation,of the Ruchell McGee

trial;

o the procedures, requirements and materials necessary to set

up a small business in crafts;

o how a half-way hOuse for out-patients functions; and

tke tactics of mayoral candidates, mass media coverage of
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the election, related careers (e.g., campaign managers,

city manager, and Oakland vote distribution according to

sub-groups).

Super Career Development Inventory. This instrument was designed as a

measure of "vocational maturity." Its three scales are: (a) planning

maturity, (b) readiness for in-depth learning about one or more occupations,

and (c) knowledge of how to integrate occupational information into educa-

tional/vocational decisions.

The inventory was administered in January and June 1973, as a pre- and

postspring treatment instrument. The .administration in January was acorn-
%

plished satisfactorily, but in June the students reacted against taking it

again. It was described as "irrelevant," "stupid," "foolish," "insane,"

and "repetitious" as well as by stronger terms. Several students refused

to complete the instrument. Several of the completed questionnaires

showed patterned responses that appeared to e independent of the content

of the questions. Consequently, further anal sis of these data was not

attempted.

Table 9 summarizes the results of the January administration of the

CDI to 28 students and compares the range, mein, ani standard deviation

for the Far West group with those of the publishci's normative sample.

The only appreciable differences between, tAe two groups appear for Scale

B, on which the Fa.r West School score was higher than those of the norm

group. Thirteen of 28 Far We;'t students scored at or above the 85th norm-

group percentile. According to the CDI manual, high scores on Scale B

indicate readiness for in-depth learning about occupaticns. Performance on

this scale by the Far West students may reflect the fact that 13 of the 28

- 79
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Table,9

Career Development Inventory Statistics for Far West School Students

and for Publisher's Normative Sample

Scale

Observed
Score
Rance .

Mean
Score

Standard
Deviation

No. of
Cases

Scale A (33 items)

FWS-Students 62(149 103.9 22.7 28

Norm Sample 33 - 165 103.6 19.2 400

Scale B (28 items)

FWS Students 166 - 402 264.9 58.4 28

Norm Sample 86 - 430 237.5 45.5 400

Scale C (30 items)

FWS Students 5 - 27 17.9 5.2 28

Norm Sample 0 - 30 17.2 4.6 400

Scale A:. Planning matue:ty
Scale B: Readiness to lcarn ahout specific occupations
Scale C: Use of information in making decisions
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had completed one semester in the program, or it may indicate that students

attracted to a program emphasizing career exploration are atypical with

respect to readiness for occupational learning.

Job Information Questionnaire. A pilot effort was made to assess the

knowledge students have about jobs by administering a staff-constructed

"Job Information Questionnaire." In this instrument, each student was

asked to answer questions about the single job about which he was most

familiar. PriOary emphasis in the design of this instrument was to engage

the interest of the students, since progressively increasing resistance

to testing was being encountered. 'Therefore a single, familiar, job was

selected as the focus of all the questions. The test'was administered

its June, 1973,

Data analysis was not p "rformed for the following reasons:

a. While the instrument did capture student interest, it did

not collect information of sufficient breadth to hold

promise for differentiating between students in and stu-

dents out of the program. That is, restriction of infor-

mation to a single job hindered measurement of growth at-

tributable to the EBCE program, and there was little op-

portunity in the instrument 6 demonstrate breadth of job

knowledge (an objective of EBCE, facilitating career-choice.)

b. There were nc pretreement data on the extent of job-

knowledge of entering FWS students.

c. There were no data on other groups for comparison.
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The instrument is shown in Appendix H. It would require)ifunda-
,

mental revision to be of use in the progrVa as an evaluative instru-
.

LIFE SKILLS ,

Life skills are defined as: "Necessary behaviors which h 1p

individuals to relate effectively with the economic sector and other

life roles in a pgrsonal and self-fulfilling manner." There are two

kinds of life skills: (a) fundamental coping skills, generalizable

across economic, social, academic, and other We situations; and (b)

those which cover important domains of knowledge and skills and which

have traditionally been called "subject areas." FWS is focused prin-

cipally on growth in the following core skills:

that:

1. Interpersonal skills

2. Inquiry skills

3. Problem-solving skills

A. Decision-making skills

The other life skills, considered program electives, are those skills

1. Satisfy Oakland Public Schools graduation and college

entrance requirements.
cc

2. Enable students to !velop a sense of personal competence

in dealing with a variety of situations, processes, and .

issues in a complex, rapidly changing environment (e.g.,

knowing how to buy, vote, make things, etc.).

- 82 -
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3. Enable a student to develop those interests and skills

(which may or may not impinge on a chosen career) neces-

sary to pursue a life role in a "personal and self-

fulfilling manner." (Many individual's primary sources,
N.

of life satisfaction fall outside the realm of their

chosen career: e.g., political activism, avocation in

science or painting, etc).

These elective life skills include:

1. Physical Fitness and Health

2. Social-Cultural Awa mess (history, work studies)

3. Political Awareness

4. Economic (consumer) Competence
,

5. Technological Skills .

6. Aesthetic-Creative Development

7. Mathematics (tra9scending basic skills level)

8. Science

9. Social Science

10. Foreign Language

(

On the basis of staff observation, and student, parent, and RP interviews,

it was concluded that growth in the core life skills, especially inter-

personal and problem-solving skills, is intrinsic to the relationships

EBCE creates between students and adults. Having to phone RPs and make

appointments, go out and meet them, ask questions, negotiate and com-

plete tasks with them, virtually guarantees that students will become

/
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more adept and confident in dealing with different kinds of adults in a

variety of situations, and in solving problems as they arise on a day-

to-day basis. Some students learned how to cut through bureaucratic

red tape, others to control :their temper. Almost all felt more at ease

and capable in the "outside world."

During end-of-year interviews, students were able to illustrate

with examples, claims like the following:

o Before I came here I was scared to go out and meet people.

Didn'; say much because I believed people thought I was

dumb. Now I'm much more confident. I not only learned

how to ask qyestions of RPs, I learned how to ask the

right questions. They treat me like.an adult.

o I'm better at antisipating a person's rpaation., Not as a

put-down, but to let him know I'm on the same wave-length.

° Resource PersonS expect you to follow through on commitments

made and treat you with mutual respect. I'm much more open

to people, not as shy as I used to be. I've learned not to

talk off the top of my head with the Resource Persons, I

take my time and think before speaking.

o More comfortable and confident in interacting with people out

in the world--I was put in situations where I had to do it.

o I learned how ttinitiate contacts with Resource Persons', how

to talk to adults and ask questions; much less shy, more

-84-
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confident. Learned how to work around and cut through red

tape. Feel more comfortable expressing myself.

o In school when you're "wrong" people laugh at yom or you

.get an "F" or teachers seem bored with what you say. With

Resource Persons you're not "wrong" if you make a mistake,

you're allowed to learn from it and not feel foolish. Be-

cause of the pressure in high school to be "right," I never

talked unless forced to. Now I am much more willing to ask

questions and make suggestions.

o In high school, there's. just the same little group of people,

same types. This program gives you the chance to go out an

really talk to people, be exposed to many ideas and different

values. I've learned how to cope with people, avoid hassles.

I used to get up-tight about certain kinds of people, now I

let it roll off my back.

Several techniques were used both to prepare students for their en-

counters with adults and to foster growth in various coping skills after

they began to apply them. But students and staff felt that observed change

in their confidence and ability to meet and deal with people was primarily

the result of "being put in situations where you had to do it." In other

words, this year's experience supports a key assumption underlying the

EBCE concept: the way to learn how to interact with adults is to interact

with them. .---

Although we did not prearrange learning activities with specific ob-

jectives in problem solving or interpersonal skills, RP and LEO sites were

-85-
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analyzed for their potential in exercising these skills through the kinds

of tasks and reiponsibilities-required of a student, rand through the

.
particular kind of relationship he uld have with an adult there. The

major instructional technique w sesimply to provide students with learning

experiences that would require them to use interpersonal, problem-solving,

decision-making, and inquiry skills.

The following methods were used to support and supplement students'

employer-based learning experiences to facilitate growth in core life skills:

1: A social skills workshop, conducted part of the orientation

/

phase, used forms of role playing to help students initiate

contacts with adPil ts, formulate questions, and anticipate the

expectations of RPs and LEOs.

2. To help student, in their initial interactions with Resource

Persons, they were provided with a "Career Orientation Guide"

form which provided questions they might ask and spaces to

record answers. The questions focused not only on what the

RP does, but also on such things as what he likes or doesn't

like about the job and what it takes' to get ahead in that

career field. file guide also asks the student to evaluate

the job against his own interests, values, and abilities.

Several students reported that the guide was very helpful

not only in talking with RPs but in conversing with othere

people ii the community. One student said it helped her

identify some more subjective or personal questions to ask

which, Ole felt, enabled her to learn more about the person

- 86, -
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as well as his job. The use of the guide was optional and

its value as an aid could not be foripallyevalupted. Some

such guide or set of questions which students can use to -

break the ice in their initial interactions with RPs should

be available to student who would find it helpful. It would

be preferable to get each student to develop his own set of

interview questions for orientation sessions with RPs, so

that he would feel natural asking them.

3. When a student occasionally encountered a problem in dealing

4
with someone in the community (such as not knowing what kinc4s

of questions to ask or receiving evasive answers), he simply

took it to his advisor or another staff member,, and through

discussion identified methods for resolving or coping with

the difficulty.
1

4. The communications workshop (which combined practice in com-

munication, inquiry process, and problem-solving skills) was

successful in helping students get at the essential techniques

of dialogue: isolating and clarifying points and sources of

conflict; resolving disagreement throughftre "objective"

means, such as analogy, restatement, or probing questions; and

listening effectively. One student noted that the communications

workshop helped her improve her ability to accept and use con-

structive criticism: "I'm better able to take criticism; I

don't see disagreement as a personal attack."



In one instance the workshop served as a forum for resolving

a conflict between students and staff. The students were

upset by a memo "forbidding" outside jobs that were not part

of the program. The workshop treated it as a communication

problem, sorted out the points of conflict, and explored both

sides. The students then explained their position to the

author of the memo, and through discussion all parties con-

cluded that the memo had unintentionally misled the students,

so the conflict was resolved.

Elective Life Skills. These are more concerned with academic or subject

area activities and are covered, for the most part, in the packages that have

been developed. Certain RP learning situations also-provide opportunities to

develop these life skills. For example, students learned about politics by

working with a city administrator or a mayoral candidate. Students also de-

veloped many eleCtive life skills through several RPs and LEOs: at Breuner's

and Rhodes they developed economic competence; with an RP at a printshop

they developed technological skills; at Western Laboratories they developed

science skills. Students had the opportunity to develop foreign language

competency at a CR, the Latin American Library. One RP, a bookstore owner,

shared his avocational interests with a student while helping her with a

project in the history of the 19th-century western frontier. He encouraged

her to read Mark Twain and Jedediah Smith, which she incorporated into her

project.

Both advisors and technical advisors provided counseling to the stu-

dents on various life skills. Advisors tended to deal more with'the re-
,

quired skills while technical advisors usually worked with students on

-88-
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particular subject areas. In addition, students' projects blend both. the

required and elective life skills with basic skills and career development

skills. Junior college courses also afford studentv.the.opportunity to

develop elective life skills and some of the reqUired-life skills, partic-

ularly their inquiry skills.

BASIC SKILLS

Basic skills in the FWS curriculum are reading, writing, oral and

media communications, and quantitative skills. During FY73 the intention

was that students' field experiences would supply motivation to apply

already acquired skills to solve real life problems, and thereby improve

them through rractice. Activities were built into students' projects

which necessarily required them to gather inArmation, perform on-site

tasks, interpret and report findings, and produce written, oral, or.

visual products. The primary focus during FY73'was on recruiting and

assembling learning resources awl developing career and life skills in

employer settings, therefore, it was necessary to supplement basic skills

instruction with workshops at FWS, tutors, junior college courses,'and

other instructional material.

Four student workshops at FWS included basic skills instruction as

a primary or secondary element: communications,.math, photography, and

interpersonal skills. Although not community-based, these workshops fo-
,

cused on students' experiences in the community and with employers when-

eve possible: The communications workshop was directly concerned With

improving students' reading, writing, speaking, and listening abilities
.

as applied to real-life situations. For students who were either at,



above, or just below the grade level in these basic skills, the workshop

was sucOsful in changing performance and attitudes. The math workshop,

designed to help students with remedial needs in arithmetic, was phased

out early dim to staff termination. The photography workshop was con-

cerned both with helping students learn vocational/avocational photographic

skills and with preparing them to use visual media when reporting learning

activities. The interpersonal skills workshop was directed in part to oral

communication with Resource Tersons. it used simulations with FWS staff

members to improve students' speaking and listening skills when ta4king to

RPs on the telephoneand in person. In addition, the students were given

ideas as to thg,kind of information they should:seek during, an RP interview. .

Some students took junior college courses in English and math out of

personal interest or desire to earn, credits in courses required for college

entrance. These courses were generally for students who were at grade, level

in the basic skills dealt with by the courses.

The FWS learning materials available to all students were supplementary

and not required unleis specifically assigned by the basic skills specialist,

t

except that students were urged to include various kincis of reading to their

projects.

Findings. In assessing student learning programs at the end of the

year, it appears that the EBCE concept of fusion is feasible and workable.

Little was learned about the quality of RP instruction in basic skills, but

it was clear that theory and practice can be integrated in practical situa-

tions, and motivation tan be increased when studentsemploy basic skills

to solve real rather-than simulated problems. While the advisors' ratings
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indicated they had observed little' improvement in reading, student
/

interviews indicated that 8 or 15 students were reading more than ever-
J

before and in new'areas of interest. This was corroborated by parent

interviews and workshop leaders.. Students attributed this change in

attitudes and habits to the fact that reading had become more "relevantu

because they were seeking answers,to 'real questions and pursuing gen-

uine concerns, rather than complying with assignments. Students Dead

materials suggested by Vs (e.g., books 1 silk-screening, unions, as-

tronomy: radio broadcasting, ecology, commercial fishing, psychology).

MOst students improved in oral communication through their inter-

actions with adults in the community. In additionolariy students had

specific job-related practice in basic skills5: improving interviewing

and writing 'skills through work with a jeurnallst covering a political

campaign, increasing comprehension when reqUired to read a college level

text as -part of an experiencejn'a medic9A laboratory, applying math, when

doing volunteer work in a church office, and improving verbal skills when

.

working with a local sportscaster. Some learned new skills: reading

s.
and interpreting medical graphs and tables; how to use conversion scales

(e.g. farenheit to centigrade); using a slide rule in,a printing shop; and

learning the rudiments of business forms design, window display, and sales-
.

manship. But for the most part, such learning was'fOrtuitous,'not planned

15 The Jastak Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT) was administered for
diagnostic purposes-to all students at entry. This instrument provides

measures in-reading, spelling, and arithmetic. Although the diagnostic

application of the instrument diminished its usefulness as a evaluation
device, it was also administered post., A two-tailed t-test applied to
the'group,scogs did not indicate statistically significant differences
in mean scoretfor any measure for the two administrations. Of the three,

reading scores changed the most, but the difference was/only significant

at P%-= .10.

O
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in.advance, and not well monitored. A major'groblem was the difficulty i

finding a basic skills specialist who could work with students in applying

skills instruction to experiences'in the community. This was especially

true with math. The three skills specialists whb were.tried'had difficulty

coping with the notion ofAnte,grated, fireal7life",(as opposed to'classroom)

.

learning.

CREDITS ,.*

The EBCE model'is intended af an alternative design for learning,

not a supplement to existing programs.. This implies that sApts will

earn (Tits of credit equivalent to those earned in existing programs.

The.continuation schools in Oakland use a formula in which 15 productive

hours of work (hours in the classroom or on the job) convert to one

credit and ten credits equate to one Carnegie (or OPS) "lit. This

formula was adopted with the modification that student claims of hours

spent in activities must be substantiated by student products. It was

especially ilertant during FY73 to*insure that studentswbuld not lose

credits toward.graduation from their regular Oakland public high

schOol because of their enrollment at FWS. Eight seniors did graduate

from their regular high schools using FWS credits.

In Oakland Public Schools, students normally earn 2.5 to 3 credits

per semester. For equivalent time periods, students earned a fraction

less credit at FWS° A tabulation shows that for 13 Students on whom

complete data were available, the mean'number of units reported for one

%year at FWS was 4.3, compared to 4.4 earned in the prevlous $chool year.

Eleven students who attended FWS second Semester only show a mean of 2.4

units reported, compared to 2.8 for the previous semester.

.



Considevable difficult' mas encountered in translating 'student

achievement at FWSinto traditAonal school credits for specific subjects
. . ,

and in fuclfillment of specific graduation requirements. Incompleteness

-9f credit data is due'in part to lack of transcripts for some students

and transcripts from schools outside of the Oakland system which have

different credit systemsj.MoYeoyer, different schools within the

Oakland system have different graduation $equirements above tht OPS

. )

district requirements.

,Because the FWS program is individualized, assignment of.grades must,

be criterion- referenced rather than based on a curve of group performance.

The pass-fail grading method creates a problem of college acceptance of

credits earned at FWS. One student's parents requested letter grades, and

they were given. -

LEARNING OUTCOMES RECOkMENDATIOgS

Career Development Skills. Needs, for supportive or supplementary

materials and techniques to facilitate learning of career developmeht

skills are: .

1. support of students' career, explorations in the community

with instructional materials and guidance tools;

.2. built-in mechanisms to encourage students to verify and

expand upbn information received about careers by utilsizIng

other available, sources of information;

/'
2' 3. built-in mechanisms to encourage students to reflect upon'
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ta.

career infdrmation and experiences in relation to--and

tb leartimore about - -themselves;

. 1

4; support of students' career exploration's with'a conceptual

.framArk and profess forcA-Z*. decision making which will

facilitate the development of (al, a positive orientation
0

towards career planning and (br the skills ofintegrating

:personal and career information in formulating educational

and occupational goals; and

5. _built-in,objectives and mechanisms foripcorporating career

entrance skills into each4:-..da4's program.

Life Skills. Standards and instruments need to be developed for asses-
.

% sing student growth in interpersonal skills, Inquiry skills, problem-solving

. .

skills, and decision-making skills.

Preassessment rating forms, interview schedules, And other devices

need to be developed for required life skills, especially for the core

skiltls (e.g., the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal as a pre-
.

and postassessment of students' inquiry skills). 'Rating forms need to

be developed for RP and LEO employees' assessment of, student performance

in the core lire skills areas.
11..

Basic Skills.

)7' 1. 'Need to develop and refine procedures for monitoring. students'

progress in basic skills, e.g. a checklist to determine student

growth on basic.skills goals.

- 94 -
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2. Since a separate program for basic skills will not be cle-'

veloped, basic skills activities- and-objectives, as ap-4

propriate, need to be

and learmingvackages.

4

built i.nito all indiyidual.proj!ots

Guifielines :or" use and incorpora-

tion of basiclskilli objectives and actqities.into student

projects need to be.provide0 to advisors.

/ ..

3. A basic skills specialist yted to BCE is needed on the

permanent staff to assist students who need special or re-

medial help.

4. Need to identify and, catalog RPs, CRs, and LEOs where students

may use and fur:ther develop their basic skills.

Credits.
f

1. Strengthen)iaison with records offices in OPS schools to..

assure timely receipt of transcriptsand acceptance of FWS-

assigned credits.

2. Recruit or train a

component.

student records

-

assistant-for the.005ratfons

3. Require each,new student to cdusult with a counselor at the

school .of origin for a review of his own record and listsiqf

requirements which he still must complete to qualify for

.'braduation.

.1

5



4. Negotiate with registrars in the state college system tot

-- acceptance of FWS elvdits with pass-fail grading and sub-

stitute documentation (e.g. student portfolio, ol)ege. f .4

4,1

. -entrant test scores) of student performance.
.

,o

.4
4

%se.

ti

41.

.1

4

I
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Internal

A

PROJEcT MANAGEMENT

,)
- .

During 1972 -73,. the Program Director, Director of Development and Opera-
.. .

tions, Director.of External Relations, Director for. Information System s, and

, .

Director of_Evaluationif9rmed the principa l decision-making body of the Far

Ikoy

West EBCE Programr Thfg group met weeklyto-discuss problems, to propose

,,possible solulions, and to effect major program decisions. iach director

also-was authorIzed to make decisions in hi& area' of responsibility. Thte.

decision-making structure was not completely effective. Three weaknesses in

the system were:

1. no formal provision for:anticipating problems or facilitating,

trouble-shooting;
..

2. program modifications frequently occurred Without documentation; and

3. insufficient dissemination of decisions to staff other..than

immediate users.

-

As procedures were not in operation to perform,predictive analysis of

likely system flow, management had little chance to anticipate problems be-
.

fore they occurred. Instead, when problems a pse, operations were slowed .

until,solutions were developed and implemen*. the 'combination of Develop-

.ment and Operations into a single administrative component tended to encour-

age vefbal communication and inhibit the *documentation necessa"y for,internal
I r

flow of information regarding program revisions. Often, only those staff..

members immediately involved knew of action taken, and documentaLtion for the

information systems or evaluation sections did not occur.'

1
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It is, evident that a well - defined management information system within

the FWL model is needed for the fdtlowing reasons:- (1) t assure adequate'

.

communication necessary for ranagement decisions, (2) to coordinate withtn.

.the overall wstemthe evaluqive information gorrprath for progrtm element

' ,

, revision, and (3) to-provide the documentation necessary to assidelS echnital
.1101

.17

.

External
/ .. -.

.

,
. .

. Liaison with the CareerEdilcation Development Task Force of NIE has been

largely the taskof the Program Director, assisted by the Communications

"'Director and the Director of Evaluation. This-method of communication has

not resulted in as effective an i0ormation exchange as will be required dur-

ing the next year. Too often, needs for cllirification or modification of NIE/
..

BCE model policy have arisen and not been communicated by FWL because of the

,press of other, operationalpactivities. There is a need for more freqbent

and direct interaction -between NIE CEP their appropOate co unter-
.

parts in the FWL-EBCE staff.

Development and evaluation' suffered dtiring the year. because of'veu heavy
" .

demands for external reporting and\elosrdination. Preparation for site -visits,.

qUartersly reports, ARIES6 coordina`eion, and ihnumerable drop-in visits by

various agenc4s consumed inordinate amounts ofstaff time. .Thes2 demands
A

were not necessarily excessive; rather, the problem seemed to be one ofin-
.

. ternal organization and scheddling. Improved forwaid planning by NIE-CEP,

combined with staff restructuring within FWL-EBCE, are expected to alleviate

this problem during the coming year.

6-ARIES Corporation, under direct contract with NIE, performed "antecedent
analyses" and legal studies involving the various modql-deyelopment sites.

.

/'
10 - 98 -
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C. I.
P ur

Fie fir$t half of 01912 -73, liaison with the bUsines$ community

' ,wa§ /es's efficient and-effective'than aesired Three factors improved this
1.

, I. 7

esityation during th'e 'latter: half of the year: (1) the.services of a local -'

business censultant6A2) introduction of the din ct participation of business
. .....--

. .

organjeations per se in the edut, ationalkprogram through LEOs, and (3) estab, .

k

a

.
lishmket of an active Pblicy Advisory Board.

Communicats between the Far West EBCE Program and the parept Far West .

0

'' Laboratory was,frequent and atAeveral management levels. 'The Program
"

N Director holds membership on the Laboratory Program Review'Board dhaireAy

Far lest Laboratory DireCtor,,J1 Hemphill. This 'Soup 'meets monthly for

information exchange. The EBCE Program Director also meets weekly with

4management staff of FWL Division II (Educatlonal Syttems) for coordination

and exchange ofginfbrmation among the severa),FWL programs related to this

administrattve divis4en. E94 component director witfr the EBCE model pre-
-7

pares 'a- monthly narrative r t to the. FWL Division II director which

serv4 further 'to infeamaWL management of the programrstatus. 'Several Lab-

.

oratory
4

management.staff re used as. internal consultants in thp areas of
-

instrument design, data interpretation, and reports organization. 4

No major problems were encountered in the area f financial planning and

cost control. Actual costs for the program as a ole .appear now to Ave run

o-
about 1-2% below original estimates. So me reallocation of. funds within the

%

program was necessary during the year because of underestimates of.equipment

and consulting requirements.'

Operating costs were analyzed for the three-month period lrom February

1 to April 30, 1973.. This period was selected as a basis for cost projections

. A

because: (1) new students entered to February, thus requiring the full cycle

of opehations to be conducted, including orientation, diagnosis, and initial 1

- 99 -
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program planning, and (2) this was a period of relative stability for the

operatfnmodel. Operating costs for'the threi. month period with projected

Annual per-pupil costs are shown in Table 10. Projected costs for student

enrollments of 40 to 200 are displayed-in Table 1). Estimated staff require-

ments with salaries and benefits on which these poojections are based are

shown in, Tables 12 and 3.

Costs to prePare resources prior to program operation are estimated in

Table 14. Preparation and operating costs absorbed by participating Jodi:

viduals and organizations were not determined and are not included in these .

estimates.

Wherever we were able to'identify procedural or'other. Modifications

that might lead to cost reductions without signifipA loss in effectiveness;."

. _

these modifications were tried out. Most nojable is an early revision in

our procedures for analyzing and preparing learning opportunities with RPs.

Our initia)-procedures required extensiveo site involvement of develop-
.

.ment personne l. We found that by provid g explicit, guidelines and data

forms for site analysis, students could perform a significant proportion of

the necessary analysis and preparation. Students were also capable of and

enthusiastic about recruiting new RPs. This revision in procedures resulted

in significant reductions in required staff time and hid no apparent effect

on the quality of resulting learning resources. The recruiting and analyz-

ing activities by the students were, in fact, additional, and apparently

valuable, learning experiences.
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TABLE il.- PROJECTED OPERATING COSTS

A

I

,

4 Projected Costs for
Student Body of 40

Projected Costs for
Student Body of 200

Salaries & Wages $ .. 96,25.0 $ 226,450

Benefits 17,102 41,942

Other Pers. Services 1
1,500

.

.

. 3,000

Travel & Per Diem 1,400 1,900

Communications 820 820
.

.

Rent (Non-Instit.) 10,000 . 10,000.1

Other Services 1,450 1,900

'II
.

Media Services 225 225

. .

g 1,585 2,810

TOTAL DIRECT $ 130,332 $ 289,047

G 4 A @ 27%

1

35,190 78,043

TOTAL COSTS
''

165,522 $ 367,090 ,

Cost per student per year $ 4,138 $ 1,835

0

.
.--

, .--\,

I- -
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TAKE 12: ESTIMATED STAFF NEEDED TO OPERATE A SCHOOL OF 40 STUDENTS

.
LEVEL

,
SALARY BENEFITS

DIRECTOR VII -B : 17,850 $ 3,570

ADMINISTRATIVE ASS'T V-A 9,500 1,140

SECRETARY 141 -8 7,850 942

SENIOR. rDVI SOR A VI -C' 15,400- 3,080

ADVISOR A V-D , 13,150 2,630

. .

ADVISOR B- V-A .11,500 2,300

LI BRAR I AN'
, IV-A 9,500 1,140

'DIAGNOSTICIAN (Basic Skills) V-A 11,500 2,300

$ 96,250 $ 17, 02

TAW )3: ESTIMATED ADDITIONAL STAFF NEEDED,TO OPERATEA SCHOOL OF 200 STUDENTS

CLERK TYPIST III -A $ 7,500 $ 900

CLERK TYPIST . I I I -A 7,500' 900

SENIOR ADVISOR 8 VI -C 15,400 3,080
t

,4

iStNIOR ADVISOR ,C VI -C 15,400 3;080

SENIOR ADVISOR D VI -C 115,400 3,080

ADVISOR,C V-A iT.,500, 2,300

ADVISOR D V-A 11,500 2,300

ADVISOR E V-A 11,500 2,300

ADVISOR F .. V-A 11,500 2,300

ADV I SOR 'G V-A 11,500 2,300

ADVISOR H V-A 11,500 2,300

$ 226,450 $ 41,942

- 103 -
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.

In suniMark, the first year of Oration, beginning in September, 1972,

was devoted primarily to th"! fabrication of an operating program. Resourdes

1

1

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIOUS

were assembled and organial3 anoperations tilf was. rained; guides were
0, . -RD

developed; baseline data were obtained on entering students; forms and pro-

.

cedures were deieloped and used in collecting formative data; and specific,

procedures and materials were applied and-revised on the basis of their

workability and effectiveness.

The first year of program operation can be thought of as the conclusion

.
of the feasibilityestudies that began in 1971. The year's experience has

verified that the Far West design can be operationalized: that parents and

students enderse it, that local school officials will accept it, tnd that

individuals and organizations in the public and private sectors will parti-

cipate in i,ts orieration.

The following summery statements represent some conclusions reached by

4

the Far West staff.

1. Based onFWL experience, thQ cut-and-fit process is an effective

way" to develop an educational model hs complex and innovative as

EBCE, where curriculum content, standards of achievement, and

methods for integrating system components .cannot be ppdetermined.

Design, implementation, operation, and revision occurred concurrently

in every compressed time frame. .The presence of full-time students

placed a strain on the development process, so that it was.not

always preplanne, orderly, and well documented. But these

-105-
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I

p.

I

disadvantages were outweighed by the advantage of direct and early .

feedback from the users and clients (operations persorihel and

students) and community participants (schools and employers). The

approach exposed the myriad okpractiCel problems--technical,

administrat4e, and logistic1-1--inherent in a complex unconven-

tional systeth, and it ensured that workable solutions were fowl.

...rje the use of students as collaborators in development seems

essential, it probably would be more desirable to use part-time

rather than full-time students-during the first year.

2. Most students are not ready when they leave egular school to enter

the adult world, accept freedom,. and take advantage of their learn-

ing opportunities. They are used to being told what to do and ,find

it difficult to act on their own initiative. Most students must be

phased into the process of making and assuming responsibility for

their own decisions.

.3. Once the adjustment is made, students respond positively to the

.
.opportunity to plan and carry out their learning programs. Being

treated like adults and having the freedoth to. pursue genuine

interests and to make their own decisions enhances self- confidence,

increases motivation to learn, and further deyelops a sense of

responsibility.

4. Parents like Whett_they perceive to be,the.0 effects of.EBCE on their,
.

ftftk

children, including improving students' interest, awareness, and

4
outlook as well as their motivation, Self-confidence, and sense

of responibility.

I

41.



5. Substantipl learning can occur in work placeS and other non- school

locations when motivated young people are placed with motivated

.

adults. The'functional context of everyday-life can supply

. a .

"relevance" by integrating theory and practi41, making apparent
,

the utility of "academic" knowledge and skills through applying
4.

.: 1

them to practical peoblems, and.breaki)ngfdpwo artificidl bound-

4

aries
,

between areas or kinds'of learning.

NIS

.--

6, The state of the art of evalpition is not yet entirely sufficient

. for evaluating a program focusing on performance-based, individ:

uajized, an

1

integratecnearning.
.

.
.'

I, Most instruments developed for skills measurement are related- to

the traditional educational setting. Assessment of progress with-

- in the EBCE setting requires construction of new measuring instrii-

ments, a difficult andtime-consuming process.

8. The experimental nature of the sch laces exceptional re uire-

Ments on students for data-gathering (filling out forms, taking,4*

Aests, and serving as subjects for.interviews) that tend to inter-

fere with the learning process, The problem to be solved is hor

to satisfy the heed for student accountability without dampening

.4studentincentive.

Despite such impediments to evaluation as 6, );,-and 8, during the '

year some systeme4 data was gathered, observations were made, insights

.

were articulated, and a substantial amount of learning took place about the

program. The folldwing is a summary of the recommendations derived from

the evaluation findings cont ned in this report.

-r11,47
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?

Learning Resources

0

1. Develop.a program description and detailed operating manual for 01

c
p -

.designed to guide their writ with students in general.

V
2. rovide stagents with a format or mechanism for communicating

3.

to an RP their own individual reasons and objectives for working

with the RP.

Develop Mechanisms for having RPs evaluate student progress and

achievement i, terms of the studefft's own objectives and in terms

of growth in'communieations, problem*solving, and interpersonal

skills. '

4. Develop procedures and instruments. to facilitate and assure regular

contact.between'FWS operations staff and RPs.,

ti

5. Furthel- defiNe and explore the feastbillty of RPs serving is

tectinical 'advisors on student projects, involving them in both

planning and evaluating student projects with he students.

6. Develop mechanisms, procedures, and descriptive material whic ill

increase union support in obtaining Resource' Persons who are either
N,

union members or employees of unions.

7. Revile and validate guide iluestionnaires, and instruments used

to poovide systematic feedb ck from students and monitors on LEO

experiences.

8. Develop procedures for working with LEO officials to make changes

in activities when 14:;dent and monitor feedback indicates a need

for ch nge.,

9. Develop m ns of making student experiences at LEOs more interest-

ing and worthwhile in terms of learning anpieved. Specifically,

-108-
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obtain LEO agreements tojprAL.de students with more in-depth hands-

.on kinds of learning activities. Develop learnipg packages prOvid-

ing students with guidance and suggestions for probTemsAnd.issues

they can investigate at LEDs.

Student Program Planning and Monitoring

1. The "freedom shock" students experience upon entering EBCE requirls

amore effective orientation period, 'in the fal]oe<ing

.a Start with structured initial experiences:and increase

flexibility as studedts become. ready to manage more

freedom.

b. Provide initial workshops on project planning pro-

cedures.

c Conduct regular advisory grdup sessions during orientation..

.

2. Determine early in the 'program the amount of supervision A student

will need and the best method(s) for matching 'SXudents. wtth learn-

ing experiences and for career'decision-making. Systematic '

evidence is needed on the efficacy\,00Wfticmlar diagnostic instru-
.

ments in helping to provide the dAt6 necessary for the stNt

activity matching process.

3. In-order to better prepare advisors for theiroIe'in FY74, they

41.14116

will need training in the following areas:

yCurriculum deyelopthent, enabling advisors to better

understand"the curriculum descriptions they have to work

with.

-109 -
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b. Writing and utilizing performance objectives.
a

c. Use of guidance resource materials.

r.
d. Blending-of basic, life, and career developmentIkills

in individual student programs.

4. Rflorities.should be estabrished for curriculum goals and the number

which will be assessed should be limited;.measures and indicators- .

of student performance and growth should' be provided to Resource

. Persons'arid.others who work'with the students so that growth over

t time' can be assessed and documented; and a systematic way of coding

student project objectives to the core curriculum areas must be

developed so that, advisors can identify, rpm a quick review of a

checklist or printout, when a student's total set'of projects over

time fails to include one or more of the core skills areas. Advisors

could then plan appropriate modifications to the student's program.

Finally, advisors and students should be. furnished clear criteria

for. Judging the acceptability of students long-range plans and

project plans and activities.

5. The role of technical advisor on projects has largely been perform-'

ed by members of the Curriculum Development staff and by some Re-

souke Persons. This role can be shifted to RPs, but they must be

provided with clear and concise guidelines and procedures.

4

6. The integrative function accomplished through having students share

and discuss their field experiences and studies, relating them to

broader principles and concepts, was performed largely through the
o

communications and other workshops conducted by various Development



4

staff members last year. This is, howeier, an Operations function

and needs to 'be shifted to the:adVisory groups.

LEARNING OUTCOMES RECOMMENDATIONS
3

NM&

0

Career Development Skills. Needs forisupportive or supplementary

.
materials and techniques to facilitate leirning of career develophient skills

111

1.

are:

1. support of students'.eareer explorations in the comunity

with instructional materials and guidance tools;

2. built-in mechanisms, to encourage students to verify and

expandupon information received about careers by utilizing

other available sources of information;

3. built-in mechanisms to encourage student& to reflect upon how

4 O.

career information'and.experiences relate to their interests,

abilities, and goals;

4.. support.of studenWcareer explorations with a conceptual

framework for career decision-making which will integrate

personal and career information in formulating educational

oft

and occupational goals; and

5. tuilt-in objectives and mechanisms for incorporating career

entrance skills into each student's program.

." Life Skills. StapOuns and instruments, need to be developed for asses-

sing ,idbeilt growth in interpersonal Wills inquir skills, problem-solving
1,

. skills, and *ision7making skills

'UV



o a

! k le- .

Preas"sessment rating fornr, interview schedules, and other devices need

r

to be developed for required life skills, especially for the core skills:
.

..

Rating forms need to be developed for RP and LEO employees' assessment of
: A

student perfo mance in the core life skills areas.

Basic Skillsr
1. Need tbdevelop and refine procedures for monitoring students'

.

progress in basic skills, e.g., a checkliit-to determine student

growth on basic skillsgoals.

'4. Basic skills activities and objectives, as appropriate, need to

be built into individual projects and learninb packages. Guide-
.

.
lines for use and incorporation of basic skills objectives and -

activities into student projects need to be provided to advisors.

3. A basic skills specialist suited to EBCE is needed on the perman-'

ent staff to assist students in integrating' basic skills instruc-,

tion.with experiences in community settings.

4. Need to identify and catalog those RPs, CRs, and LEOs students may

use to further develop their basic skills.

1'

Credits

1. Strengthen liaison with records,olfices in OPS schools to assure

timely receipt of transcripts and acceptance of FWS-assigned credits;

2. Recruit or train a, student recordt assistrantfor the-Operations,.

component.
-,,

. Require each new student tb.consult with a counselor at the school

of origin for a review of his own record and list of requirements

which he still must complete to qualify for gtuation.

.(

'40
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4. Negotiate with

of FWS' credits

(e.g., student

performance.

registrars in the state college system-for acceptance

with pass -fail grading LK1:;;;litilte documentation

portfolio, college entrance test scores)of student

ti
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APPENDIX A

1972 OPERATIONAL PLAN EXCERPTS

I. Employer-Based Career Education Operational Flan, FWL, March 10, 1972,

Section IV.

Sub-section-5.0, EvalOtion. (p.10-11)

:*

"This component will collect -and analyze information .necessary

to decide whether and how to .modify the ()pealing system. The

objective is to ensure that the "cut-and-fit" process of EBCE
system development is carefully planned, systematically execut-
ed, and fully documented. This process of on-going evaluation is

essential both' to the evolution of an effective educational
system,. and to the eventual transferability of the Oakland expe-

rience 0 subsequent installations.

Although heavy emphasis during the first year of operation

will be placed on formative evaluation, we-also intend to

obtain summative data. rhdividual progress toward prescribed
competencies will be measured, and information will be
systematically collected regarding attitudes of students,

parents, and employers toward EBCE."

II. Employer-Based'Career Education Model, FK,March 14, 1972, Section

VI. Exclusions, Paragraph 2 y(p,..3)

"2. Our,evaluation of EBCE during one year of operation may not
provide conclusive evidence concerning EBCE's educational

effectivenes. This is because the system itself will be
changing during the year; we will be dealing with a very
small heterogeneous sample of students; methods and tools
of evaluation will themselves be evolving during the year;

and it will not be possible to obtain data about the students'

post-EBCE experience."

- 114 -
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- Resource Person

Activity

APPENDIX B

RESOURCE PERSON -

Sample Orientation Guide

ken Yamada, Grove Street College Day Cark Center, 61st and Idaho Streets,

Oakland.

Introduction to (a) careers-in the field of early'chtldhood education and
(b) behavior among children aged 16 mos. to five years.

Rationale (optional)

An Orientation Activity conducted at this site will provide the student

with otherwise unobtainable aril/invaluable knowledge about careers in the

area of early childhood educat on, training and care', in addition to pro-

vidingthe student with excellent first-hand experience regarding behavior

of young children. This information will enable the student to make
rational, well-informed decisions about this career area.

Possible Projects

1. Complete Career Exploration Guide.

2. Prepare a report for your advisor, either oral or written, and include

in it your opinion of the relevancy and meaning of this Activity.

3. Decide whether to do an Exploration. List any possible activities

for such exploration:

Student Prerequisites

Student must have,eviderice.Of a recent.negati
interested in learning and doing things.

Objectives.

After completing the Orientation Activity, the student will be'able to:

TB exam. Student must be

,-

1. Complete the Career Exploration Guide.

2. Demonsti'ate knowledge of general behavior of children aged.approximately

16 months to five years.'

3. Evaluate this Orientation.Activity.

Learning Strategy

Conversation with Mr. Yamada and other interested, available and willing

staff, question-and-answer period, tour of the facilities, participation

in the activities of the children.

1 22
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Procedures

NAP

of Related Reading /Information Sources

The Nursery School by Read, Chapters 7 and 8.

Materials Needed

Note-taking materials.

Evaluation of Orientation/Achievement of Objectives

Evaluate your products.

Evaluation of Orientation Experience GUIide
tt

ComplIte the Orientation evaluation form (attached).

Students Who Have Completed This Activity

4

- 116 -
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RESOURCE PERSON
4

Sample Exploration Guide

Resource Person

Ken Yamada, Grove Street College Day Care Center, 61st and Idaho Streets,

Oakland.

Activity lb

Investigation of career; available in the area of early childhood education; the

procedures involved in establishing, equipping and maintaining a center for

young children; and investigation of behavior patterns, growth characteristics

-and learning mechanisms among children aged 16 mos. to,five years.

Rationale ,

. )

A student who is considering .a career involvement with young children or who

is interested in a casual approach to child psychology, interims of

studying behavior patterns and general characteristics of children from

16 mos. to five years, would find this exploration interesting and valuable.

Possible Projects
A

1. An EBCE student could help plan curriculum activities for the Center.

2. Cooking project, involving cooking with the children on their individual

stoves. Visual illustrations could be incorporated into this project.

3. Opportunity to 'construct toys or outdoor structure for children's use.

,4. Student may wish to engage children in singing activities while student.

accompanies children on a musical instrument.

5. Studeht may wish to pursue project related to assisting the full-time

cook on the premises.
/

6. Report on the trend of Early Childhood Education in the Biy Area.

7. Student may invent learning games for children.

8. Children would be good subjects for a photographic unit.

Student Prerequisites/Special Requirements

Student must have completed the Orientation Activity with Mr. Yamada.

Student must have recent negative TB test results.



Objectives

1 Show4your understanding of aspects of social service careers
specifically, in terms of staff training, staff characteristics, staff
interrelations, staff communication; staff responsibilities, and so

forth. SS685

2. Make a judgment about a possible career for.yourself In social service.
Uie these criteria: (a) interest; (b) job potential; (c) salary potential a
fringe benefits; (d) congruency with your value system; (e) your performanc

in related objective and explorations; ond (f) your developed abilities

as reflectid in test scores (see your advisor about test scores.) SS690

3. Demonstrate_your ability to use the information sources necessary to

complete your project. r SS710

4. Demonstrate your ability to present and'support a hypothesis regarding ,

an area of child development and/or early childhood education. Your

presentation-May be Witten or oral. ( A hypothesis i6 an original idea

which is stated in such a way that it'can be tested to'find whether it is

true or false. -Example: Two-year old boys play with other boys'twice.

as much as they play with two-year-old girls.)

5: Based on a "hands-on" experience at thisc day-care center, decide whether

you would enjoy a career that involves working with pre - school children.

6. Demonstrate that you have learned the general, administrative procedures
utilized in maintaining a center for young children.

7. Write your own objectives which state your reasons ,for wanting to do an

exploration with Mr. Yamada at this day-care center.

Learning Strategy

Conversations with Mr. Yamada, conversations with other available and

willing staff, participating in children's games and activities, (including

snacks and meals), assisting in maintenance of Center, readings assigned by

Mr. Yamada or your advisor, classes at Laney College. Student may wish to

consult with the Early Childhood Division of Far .West Laboratory. (This

would 'have to be approved first by that division. See Dianne to arrange this.)

- 118 -
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Procedures

A

. Regular procedures., Public transportation is available to the site. .

Related Reading/Information Sources

To be arranged by Mr: Yamada and the student. You may wish to look for

other reading material on your own.

Materials Needed

Basic materials: pen or pencil, note cards and/or paper. Additional

materials may be necessary for particular projects.

- 119 -
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4

Evaluation of Project/Achievement of Objectives
A

Evaluate ydur project vikth yout. advisor and with Mr. Yamada (if he is willing)..
Did you reach your objectives? Did you earn credits?

I

Evaluation of Exploration Experience /Guide

o plete the Exploration Opinion Questionnaire (attached)

Student's Who .Have Completed This Activity

4

O

b.
- 120 -
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APPENDIX C

SUMMARY REPORT TO E LEO ON STUDENTS REACTION
TO THE ORI ATION AND EXPLORATION

Monitor Date of Orientatio

LEO Da of Exploration

ORIENTATION

Studenii describedthe events 'in orientation as follows:

/CONTENT:

LENGTH:

EMPLOYEES' ATTITUDES:

EMPLOYEES'. PREPARATION:

EMPLOYEES' REACTION TO QUESTIONS:

2. 'Students described modet of presentation in the orientation as follows;

v- USED INFORMATIVE NOT- INFORMATIVE

Films

Slides'

Lectures

Discussions

. Walking Tour
I

Vehicular Tour'

StOdents felt the Qrientation was adequate for describing the activities'

of the following exploration: yei no

EXPLOgATION,

1. Students 4bscribed the events in the exploration as follows:

CONTENT:

LENGTH:

0

EMPLOYEES' ATTITUDES:

EMPLOYEES' PREPARATION:

EMPLOYEES' REACTION TO QUESTIONS:
4

2. Studepts'described modes of presentation in the exploration as follows

Films

Slides

Lectures

DisEussions

WalkingAur

Vehicullft Tour

I)
USED INFORMATIVE NOT - INFORMATIVE

12R, I
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3. Students were asked about-severkl
have expected to learn during the

t'of their response:

s.

.*,
a.

possible items of information they might
exploration, The following is a summary

OBSERVED NOT OBSERVED

a. HOw academic, skills are applied on the
job .

b. How th manly employees depend on each

other' skills to accomplish the ob-
jectives of the company

c. How a large company is structured and
managed

d. What different careers
in a large company

are avatl)able

e. ,Some otthe princ4ples of the business
/world -.

f. Insights into human relations froM see-
ing howpeople interrelate while accom-
plishing a task

g.,. The influencqof social problems on
the world of ork

h. The amount of individual expression
allowed by management

i. The salary and fringe benefit struc-
ture of the-business

Others:J
9

4. The stud'ent's judged he LEO exploration as follows:

Not worth repeating.for future students,

Wprtii repeating for future students if substantially revised

Worth repeating for future students with minor'revisions

4

Not worth developing an in-depth investigation for the same students

Worth developing an in-depth investigation for pie same students

Is not a potential source of RPs,

Is a potential source of RPs

Provides tufficient information on organizations 'n this or related

4).

industries

Suggests need

L

locating more LE0s, in this or elAted industries

122 -
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1

MONITOR'S EVALOTION bF THE

LEO EXPLORATION

Monitor

Instructions:

Judge the level of attainment of each of the LEO Objectives accomplished during

the "Exploration" by assigning an integer from e code below:

Date of Exploration

1 = No information or activity presented relevant to the objective

2 = Information and/or activity presented but little student reaction

observed

3 = Information and/or activity presented and student reaction observed

I. Student Objectives

A. Career

'1. Stimulate student career interest and activity.

4P am Offer a.wide variety. of career-area experiences to the student.

.1144i7.11 present the relationship between educ4ional background and career

(position as exemplified by partioular,..-ividuals.

4. Give the students the opportunity to have "hands -on" experiences in

various career areas. .

5. Familiarize the student-with the hierarchies of arious organiza-

tional types.

6. Acquaint the students with the occupational necessities and princi-

ples of the business world.

B. Education 4

7. Demonstrate the kinds of academic skills necessary for a variety of

careers.

8. Present the to develop academic skills (and use thosit

already acquired) in\areer environment by participation in career

tasks.
o

C. Growth

9. Allow students to'interact with persont (adults other than parents.,

teachers, or advisors) pursuing varied careers.

10. Have students investigate, in a career rather than an academic envir-

onment, social issues of importance to th6 student.

11. Give the students the opportunity to form opinion abo t the business

world based on first-hand experience rather than pre o ceived ideas.

2
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II. ,t11g:am Objectives
/

12. Students wish to repeat their LEO experiences with other LEOs and
recommend the program to other students.

4

13. Students express constructive criticism of the LEP program.

9 ,

,4

,

e.

A a

1

O

,..

.
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APPENDIX D'

s*,c-

SUBJECT-EQUIVALENCY PACKAGES STUDENT OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE

1: In which package did you participate? Check belov4-)Student

1 1 Science

American governm

I
1

Amer'- an history
4

2. How would you rate the package activities You took part in? Usethe follow-
ing scales.

(Circle one)

Dull 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Interesting

I learned nothing 1* 2 3 4 5 6 7 I learned a lot

TOO hard 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Too easy

I disliked it 1 2 3 4 5 6 liked it

3. About how many hours did you spend on this activity?

15 30 45 60 75

More than 75 Specify

4. Di&yoU work with a resource perion in relation to your science, American

government, or American history project? Yes No. If yes, please

give your opinionsbelow. Was the resource person:

(Circle one)

Not patient 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Patient

Not helpful to me 1 2 3 4. 5 6 7 Helpful

Was too busy 1 -2 3 4 5.6 7 Spent enough time with me

c Not very interesting 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Interesttn

Unpleasant 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Pleasant

Name of RP

5.' Did you work with a technical advisor in relation to your science, American

e

government, or Nmerican history project? Yes Igo. If yes, please

give your opinions below. Rate your technical advisor:

(Circle one)

Didn't help me with
my project

Was too busy

Didn't help me pull
my ideas together

Didn't help me
organize my project

Name of technical adyisor

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Helped me a lot

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Spent enough time with me

Helped me pull my

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ideas together

Helped me organize

1 2 3 4' 5 6 7 my project
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6. .Did you go to a community, resource (library, city council meeting, museum)
in connection with your science, history, or governtheht project? Please 'rate:

(Circle one)

Not useful 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Useful

I disliked it 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I liked it

No help to me 1 2 3 4. 5 6 '7 Helped me

Name(s) of community resources

7. Describe your activities in the package. What.did you do?

8. What did you expect to learn in the situation? In other words, what" was

your purpose in doing the specific project you chose?

9. To what extent was that purpose achieved?

Moderately

Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Completely

Why or'why not?

Ms.

10. What can you tell me about the activities you did, about your project?

en

11. Do you agree that this idea (subject areas with RPs, instead of classes)

should be continued next year?

Moderately

Not at all 1 2 t3 4 5 6 7 CoMpletely

12. What, would be .some good ways to introduce news,students to the package approach?
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13. Do you have any suggeitions for improving this a ach?

14. Would you recommend this activity to anotherstudent? .

Please explain.

Yes No

15. Could the RP guides be improved? es No. If yes, how?

T6. Did you use the.RP guides? Yes No. If yes, to what%extent did you

find them helpful?

17. To what extent were the notebooks helpful in preparing you for the experience

with'the RP?

(Circle one)

Not at all 1 2 33 4 5 6 7 A great deal

18. How would you rate the notebooks on the following scales ? -

(Circle one)

Dull 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Interesting.

Too long 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 -Just right

Unclear 3 4 5 6 7 Clear

.Difficult to read 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Easy to read

Not useful 1 2 3 4 5 6' 7 Useful

I disliked them 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I liked them
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19. Do you think we should continue to make up guides for other RPs? A Yes
No.

Why or why not?

0

20. Did you learn about any careers while you were wcrking on the scifirice, Ameri-
can4government, or American history package? Yes No. List the careers
you learned about down the right-hand column below,and indicate how much you
feel you learned by circling the appropriate number on the scale.

(Circle one)

Very little 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 A great deal

Very little 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 A great deal

Very little 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 A great deal

Very little 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 A great deal

Very little 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 A great deal

Very little 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 A great deal

Very" little 1 2 3 4 5 6 '7 A great deal

...-

21. For the job that you rated highest in question 20, please state three things
for the following questions: -

\

What kinds of things would you like most about this job?

What would you like least about this job?

22. ghat level of schooling is generally required of pers'gns entering this job?

El Less 'than high school graduation El Four years of college

D High sctiool graduation ri Hi:we than four years of college

LA Two years of college M Special vocational school
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APPENDIX E

STUDENT INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

RESOURCE PERSONS

(

1. Who are some of the RPs you visited? Let's take some examplesisome with

° whom you spent some time?

2. What did you expect from the RPs?

3. What did you do with the RPs?

4. What did you learn from the RPs? (skills, career information, information

about self, subjects: science, history, government, other'`} --

5. What are the requirements for that job? (education, union, skills, values

and interests)

,6. What are the characteristics ofthe job? setting, freedom vs. structure,

rewards-, etc.)

7. Would you like to do'that for a living? Why?

lk
8. Take a list of RPs the student has visited. Ask "Why did you visit this

PP?" for several RPs.

A
Was it to complete a project?

Was it to fulfill a requirement for explorationacross career fields?

Was it because od thought you might be interested in i career in

that field?

Was it just .to be dog something?

Other reasons?

9. Take two or three examples of workingadults you have visited. Why do

these people work? (For the money? What other reasons? Why do you

conclude that?)

I
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MATH

1. Have you learned any math this year?

a. What kind? Give examples. (Do any of the RPs or LEO employers

you've visited use math?)

44
b. Where did you learn it and how?

2. Do.you believe you will ever use math in the kind(s) of career(s) you

are interested in? What kinds?

3. How could you improve your math skills in this program next year?

INTERPERSONAL AND POLITICAL SKILLS

1. Have you learned anything abodt relating to people?' ,

2. Has this program helped you in any way eipress yourself better--saying

what you mean, etc.?

a. One-to-one?

b. Groups?

3. What have you.lparned about how to meet the expectations of RP's and

staff?

4. Do you feel more comfortable or confident pow meeting new people? (Talking

to adults,_asking questions, etc:)

READING

1. Has this programAiad any effect on your reading?

2. Do you read more, or different things, or about the same? (Have your reading

interests changed in any way?)

3. Do you think you understand better what you read?

4. Do you read anything when you visit an RP?

- 130 -
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5. Have you read anything because of a visit to an RP?

6. Can you relate something you have read to experiences in the program

(

or yoUr personal life?

-1-N
WRITING

1. Can you'express yourself better in writing?

2. What kind of writing have you done this year?

letters

essays

project forms

journals

(Why?)

3. Did you write anything while working with an RP, or as a result of seeinglik.

an RP? (other than Far West forms)

4. Does writing help you in any Way? Do you enioy or value it more? How?

hy?

5. you have a better, understanding of your writing ability? (Strengths

and.weaknesses; what needs to be improved?)

6. l'.N-you observe any people using writing skills out in the working world?

(Can you see yourself in a job that requires a good deal of writing? Why?

Why not? What kind of writing?)

CEOs

1. Have you visited any large employer organizations? (Southern Pacific,

Moore Business Forms, Rhodes)

2. .What did you do there?

3. What did you learn? (How an organization works, etc., different jobs)
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CAREER INFORMATION/AWARE

1. Have you learned about kinds of job's that you really didn't know anything. -

about before you came to the program? If yes, what kinds of jobs?. Could yoU

give us some examples?

ok 2. Choose one orktOo jobs and tells us:

r+

a. how a person in that job spends his day?

b. What kinds of things tte does?

,ce..what qualifications are required to get that kind of job?

.what a person in that kind of job makes?.

e. what kind' of people go into that kind of work?

PROGRAM PLANNING

1. Haim you had much 'freedom to plan your program?

a. Is the "freedom" a problem?

b. How have you coped with it?

2: How is, your learning program different from schools?

3. What is a project?

4., How do you"st t one?

a. ta eer interest

-b. Personal interest

c. OPS requirements A

5. Have you found it'hard to get a project going? Why?

a. 'How do you plan one?

b. What do you do to carry it out? (Give specific examples--R6s,

LEOs, Communitk Resources)

L
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SELF-DEVELOPMENT

1. What have you learned about your own'Strengths and weaknesses?

2. Do you know more about your personal interests than you, did when you

came to this school? Yes Na Give examples.

3. Have you learned anything about working on your own this year? seugste;')
1

Yes No Explain.

4. What have you learned about taking initiative? Be specific. How have you

learned this?

5. What have you found out about accepting the responsibility for what you do?

Have you become.more/the same/less responsfble? More/the'same/less

willing to take the rewards of success, the blame of failure?

6, What about your self-confidence. H5s it decreased/increased/stayed the

same since you've been in this program?

If any change, what do you think broUght about the change?

:7. Have you learned anything about judging or evaluating your own progress ?' .

What have you learned? What things helped you learn?.

8. Have you learned anything about self- discipline?

FAR WEST SCHOOL

1. What is your overall opinion of the Far West School?

:

,Have you learned anything in this program, or, has anything worthwhile

happened to ybu, that probably would not have,happened in the

schools?

b. What did you like-best about the school? Why?.



c. What dig yoy like least? Why?

d. If you ad it to do over again, would.yoU come here or stay in the

public schools? . Here OPS Why?

e. What changei would you make?

2. Have ydur activities in FWS helped you to figure out what you want to do

after high school?. (How? Could you give us an example?) .,

r
L,

('

Mb

40

_ t
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APPENDIX F

,STUDENT. PROGRESS EVALUATION

:;

ADVISOR RATINGS OF STUDENTS

ti

.

The. following items were used for rating students at the

end of the Fle:yea'r. These ratings were based on information obtained .

in a three hoi 'etUdent interview. The students were rated on each item

using the following seven point-scale.
t:--

1 47' 5
Not at All

3

Moderately Comiletyly

Means and standard deviations for .two groups of students

are also shown.

To'what extent has the student
developed an ability to formulate and
consider alternativesin making voca-
Vona} decisions? - ,

2. To what extent has the student
decidedvon his vocational goals?

3. To what extent is the student.
realistic about his/her vocational
aspiration's?

4.'*To what extent.hks.the student de-
veloped an interest ln and motivati7
for:

a. the world of, wok.

b. a particular vocation
,c.. school

5. To what extent has,the studgnt

learned to make decisions for himself/

herself?

6. To what extent has he/she become an

active learner?

7. To what,extent was the Far West
School a growth or Maturation experiz
ence for him/her?

8. To,what extent has the student be-

come more responsible about his/her

own life?
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14w...106 One Semester
Students (N=12) Students (N=15)
Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev.

.8 . 4:7 1.4

5.0 1.4 4.9 1.0

5.1 1.0' 4.7.

4.8
4.8

4.8

1.3

1.0 4.8 1.3

1.3 4.9
1.4 4.5 1.7

5.1 1.1 5.3 1.4

5.0 1.2 5.1 2.0

5.0 1.8 5.0 1.7.

4.8 1.2 5.1 n1-.7
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9. To what extent has the student clarified 4.8 '.9 4.,/. .9
his /her own vocational go s?

- 10. To what extent was the Students' evalua- 5.9 44-0 5.8 1.6
tion of the Far West School experience more
favOrable than for Oakland Public School
experience?

11.To what.extent has the,student.effectively 4.8 1.6 5.0 '1.9
Utilized the freedom offered by the Far West
School? '

12. To what Qexts the student found 3.2'1.!,. 2.2 2.9 2.8
the LEO -a positivelearning experience?

44
.13, To what extent has the Far West School
experience improved/the-student's:

. (a).reading habits' 2.7 1.5 2.5 1.5
(b) math skills 1.5 1.2 (1.5 1.1

(c) writing skills 3.5 1.2 2.5 1.5
(d) ability to meet and deal with 5.2 .8 4.8 1.7

people (interpersonal skills)
/-. (e)- problem- salving skills 5-.2 .8 4.5 1.7

14. To what extent has the student explored
a variety of career areas? 4.1 .7 3.9 1.8

15. To what extent has the student sought 4.9 .9 4.1

information about characteristics/require-
ments of possible careers?

16. To what.extenedid the student's inter-' 5.0 1,4 4.9 1.6
action with RP's lead to in-depth experiences?

/17., To what.extent.has the student learned.) 5.2 1.2' 5.1 1.4

alytva u

his own abilities, interests, and
es?

4
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APPENDIX G

SCHOOL OPINION SCALE

Name -'qofefr

Grade Next Year-

What school did yollattend this la'st year? .

We' are asking you to something different. Ot want you to think of
., .

'school." We would like you to describe what you thi k of school by using

the lords below. As an example, we have the words:

. 'Fun 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Drag

When you think of school, which is.more true? If .school is lots of #un,-

circle number 1. If you think it is a drag, circle number 7. If you think

it is someplace in tie middle, circle one-of the middle numbers. Some of
the words may seem kind of funny to you but we would like to have you use
all of them to describe your school. You can circle any number from one to
seven,. choosing the number that,is closest to the way you feel about school.

SCHOOL.IS

High 1 .2 3' 4 5 6 7 Low

Dark 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Bright

True 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 False

Slow 1 2 3 4 '5 6 7 Fast

Weak 1 , 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strong

Want to.1 b 2 '3 4 5 6 7 Have to

Rough 1 2 3 .. '4 5 6 , 7 Smooth

Ashamed 1 2 3 4 , 5 6 7 Proud .1,

Active 1 2 3 4 5 6 . 7 Still

Helpful 1 2 3 4 5 6 , 7 Useless

'Sffell 1' 2 3 4 5 6 7 Large

'Cold 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Hot

Clear 1 2 3. 4 5 '6 7 Hazy

Old 1 2 3 .4 5 6 7 Young
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p

Good 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Bad

Mean 1 3 / 4 5 6 . 7 Nice

Exciting g 1 4 5 6 7. Boring

Square 1 2 .3 4 - 5 6 7 Round

Gai n 1 2 3 4 5 6 Lose

Tense 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Relaxed

Happy 1 2 3 4 5 6 . 7 Sad

Afraid 1 :2 3 4 5 6 7 Sure

Soft 1 2 3- 4 5 6 47 Loyd

Beautiful, I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Ugly

Real` 1. 2 3 4 5 6 7 Phoney

.Stale 1 2 3 4 5 .6 7 Fresh'

Al one 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Group

Hard 1 2 4 5 6 7 Easy
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ADVISOR

APPENDIX H

. JOB INFORMATION QUESTIONNAIRE

DATE

.Please choose one job or occupati9n that yoil feel you have learned most about

as a result of your experiences in Far West School.

Name of job
. .

Through what program or activity in Far West School did you gain your contact

with this job?. ,

Large employer organization

Southern Pacific

Breuner's 1

Moore Business Forms

Amisaw'History Package

Science Package

political Behavior Package

Other project (explain)

Other activity (explain)

NoW please answer the following questions to the best of your ability. Your

,answers will help us. Thank you..

This questionnaire is intended as a wax of'seeing how much information you

have about a particular job you have explored or expressed an interest in. Please

fill in the job title above and answer the following to the best of your ability.

lir 1. I'have visited [ 0, 1, 2, 3 or more] sites Where this job is performed.

2. List five things you would be required to do as part of this job.

3. What level of school'ing is generally required of persons entering this job?

E] less than H.S. graduation [] four yr. college

-0 H.S. graduation more than four yr. college

[] 2 yr. college special vocational school
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4. What school subjects, or areas of study are most highly related to this kind

of work? That is, is knowledge ofcertain subjects likely to make onetmore
successful on the job? If so, what subjects are they?

5. What monthly rate of pay cZTcirltou expect from this kind of work? $

/

6. Are there any physical qualities which are required for persons doing this
kind of work (e.g., able to stay on onet"feet for long periods of time,
lifting he'avy loads, height, vision, etc.)? List it least three.

, .

7. Describe the physical s urroundings in which this work is generally performed
(if you have not visited a place where this work is performed, describe what
you imagine typical sites to be like, e.g., indoor-outdoor, crowded-roomy,

'clean-dirty, colorful-drab).

8. ,List at least five tools or pieces of equipment used in this work.

9. Describe the personality of the person you would expect to do well in this

"job. Name at leist three characteristic (e.g., calm, industrious, good

leader, etc). Explain why or why not.

r

10. What can you say about job possibilities in this area? D6 you think in the

next few years there will be much of a demand for people in this kind of job?

Explain reasons for your answer.

11. Can you estimate ways in which the nature of the job might change over the

next 10 years?

12. Is there a likelihood of advancement or promotions for people in this job? ,

Explain.

13. What are-3 rel ated or similar jobs that a person who :toes this job might also

be able to do? ,

14. What influences does this job have on one's life style (e.g., effect on family

life, geographical location, vacations, people one associates with, etc.) Be

as specific as you can.

15. What kinds of things about this job would you-most like? Name at least four

characteristics or aspects of the job that you like.

16. What would you most dislike about-thil job? Name at least four things.

17. What are the likely working hours for people doing this job?

18. 1 nave obtained information about this job from the following sources' (check

as many as apply):
0 visiting job site(s) [] television, radio, newspaper

0 talking to my advisor other printed material (state

talking to people on the job [] otheNgive specifics:
1] talking to friends what

[] talking to my parents

4
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19. In what ways do you feel,that this would be a goad job for you?

specific.

20. In what ways would this NOT be a good job for you? Be specific.

,

,

N
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